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Abstract
We develop a new model of a featureful city in which locations are dierentiated

by

two attributes, that is, the distance to employment centers and the accessibility to

given amenities, and we show how heterogeneous households in income are sorted out
across the urban space. Under Stone-Geary preferences, the spatial income distribution
is governed by a location-quality index which reects the interaction between the amenity and commuting cost functions. The residential equilibrium typically involves the
spatial separation of households sharing similar incomes. Using data on Dutch cities,
we show that there is a causal relationship between the amenity level and consumer
income, suggesting that richer households sort themselves into high amenity locations.
We do not nd strong evidence that employment accessibility leads to income segregation, suggesting that the standard monocentric city model without amenities is a poor
predictor of the social structure of cities.

Keywords: cities, social stratication, income, amenities, commuting
JEL classication: R14, R23, R53, Z13.
Introduction
Residential segregation between the auent and the poor is becoming increasingly important.
For example, Bischo and Reardon (2013) observed that, over the last

40

years, the rise in
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income inequality was accompanied by an increase in the residential sorting by income in
most of the

117

largest US metropolitan areas. Residential segregation seems to generate

negative and persistent eects on individual development, thus undermining the social fabric
of the city (Durlauf, 2004; Topa and Zenou, 2015; Chetty et al., 2016). For this reason, we
nd it important to unveil the various forces that underpin the sorting of heterogeneous
households within cities. This is where we hope to contribute by providing a simple, but
rich enough, model that reproduces dierent sorting patterns, while being able to be tested
by using microdata. More specically, we show that

city may explain its social structure.

the distribution of amenities across the

Our approach requires neither social externalities nor

taste heterogeneity. A dierentiated urban space combined to a competitive land market is
sucient to generate dierent spatial patterns of income sorting.
The study of urban income segregation presents dierent challenges. The model must
be able to reect the wide variety of situations observed in real-world cities. Contrary to
general beliefs, distance to the city center is a poor predictor of social distance. For example,
the average net yearly income is less than

¿ 20, 000 in Saint-Denis, hardly 10 km north of

Central Paris, while Saint-Cloud, which is also about
Paris, has an average income that is about
household income is approximately ¿

¿ 50, 000.

30, 000

10

km to the southwest of Central

In London, the average yearly gross

in Neasden,

10

km northwest of the center,

while Hampstead, which is about the same distance but north from the city center, has an
average income that is about ¿

125, 000.

Income disparities seem to be weakly associated

with the distance to the city center and most metropolitan areas display pronounced Ushaped or W-shaped spatial income distributions (Glaeser

et al., 2008; Rosenthal and Ross,

2015; Section 2 below).
The canonical model of urban economics in which locations are dierentiated only by
their distance to the central business district (henceforth, CBD) predicts that, when commuting costs vary only with distance, households are sorted by increasing income order as
the distance to the CBD rises. The reason is that households' desire to consume more space
leads the auent to reside further away from the city center (Hartwick

et al., 1976; Fujita,

1989; Kamecke, 1993). If the city center has a large amenity advantage while amenities fall
rapidly with distance, then the pattern may be reversed: the auent live in the city center
and the poor live in the suburbs (Brueckner

et al., 1999). In both cases, the residential equi-

librium implies the same relationship between locations and incomes: the wider the income
gap between two households, the greater the distance between their residential locations,
and vice versa.
One missing key explanation is the rising importance of amenities in residential choices (Glaeser

et al.,

2001; Lee and Lin, 2015; Koster

et al.,

2016; Koster and Rouwendal,

2017). We thus propose a new approach in which cities are featureful in that locations are
distinguished by

two vertically dierentiated attributes, that is, the distance to employment

centers and the accessibility to given and dispersed amenities. While the demand for amenities has a tendency to rise with income, high-income commuters bear higher costs than
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low-income commuters. As amenities and commuting time are generally not perfectly correlated, residential choices are the outcome of the interplay between amenities and commuting
costs through households' housing demands.
The study of income sorting when locations are dierentiated by more than one attribute brings about new issues.

Indeed, the determination of a residential equilibrium

with heterogeneous households has the nature of a matching problem between landlords and
households in which land at specic locations is dierentiated by two characteristics and households by one characteristic. As recognized by Chiappori

et al.

(2016), multidimensional

matching problems are complex and it is hard to determine closed-form solutions. Furthermore, besides the income mapping and the housing price function, we have to determine the
housing consumption.
What are our main ndings? By using the bid rent function of urban economics, we
are able to derive the properties of the equilibrium mapping. We show within a general framework that the interaction between amenities and commuting gives rise to turning points
in the spatial income distribution. This is to be contrasted to existing studies, which often
depend on specic functional forms or ne details about some key parameter values (Duranton and Puga, 2015).

Regardless of the nature of the functional form of the amenity,

commuting cost and income distributions, households' spatial sorting is
that amenities are distributed

unevenly

across the city.

imperfect

provided

More specically, a greater dis-

tance between two households no longer implies a wider income gap.

Furthermore, there

is never bunching: households with dierent incomes always choose locations with dierent
characteristics. However, households sharing the same income need not live in two locations
near each other. Instead, they may live in separated neighborhoods. Hence, there is both
imperfect spatial sorting between income classes and spatial splitting of individuals within

promoting equal access to amenities
a multi-modal provision of amenities across the city

the same income class. Our analysis also suggests that

favors residential segregation, whereas
fosters income mixing. The intuition is easy to grasp.

If amenities are equally distributed,

we fall back on the standard model that generates perfect sorting. If amenities are unequally
distributed, higher-income households split into distant residential areas, which reduces the
spatial fragmentation of the city.
To investigate further how amenities and commuting costs shape the social structure
of the city and to test empirically our conclusions, it is convenient to provide a full characterization of the equilibrium mapping. We show that dierent preferences add sucient
structure to the model for the amenities and commuting costs to be aggregated into a single

location-quality index.

Households ranked by increasing income are then mapped onto lo-

cations by an increasing location-quality index. As a consequence, the interaction between
amenities and commuting generates a wealth of possible residential patterns which have not
been explored in urban economics. Equally important, the properties of the location-quality
index may be used to test the predictions about how amenities aect the residential pattern.

The upshot is that the city's bliss point is not the CBD or the city limit anymore.
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The global maximizer of the location-quality index is now the most-preferred location for
all households, implying that this location is occupied by the auent. As one moves away
from this location, households are sorted by decreasing incomes until a local minimizer of
the location-quality index is reached, where low-income households, but not necessarily the
poorest, are located. Beyond this minimizer, household income starts rising. In other words,
we have perfect sorting by increasing or decreasing incomes between two adjacent extrema of
the location-quality index. Since the sign of the income gradient changes at any extremum of
the location-quality index, households get more exposure to other income-groups when the
number of turning points of the quality index rises. In other words, the city's two vertically
dierentiated attributes are bundled into a single attribute. Since this attribute need not be
monotonic in the distance to the city center, two households sharing the same income may
choose spatially separated residences and dierent housing consumptions.
To assess the empirical relevance of our approach, we test the key equation of the
theoretical sections - that is, the income assignment mapping - by using microdata on incomes, amenities, residential and job locations for the two largest cities in the Netherlands
(Amsterdam and Rotterdam). We have chosen Dutch cities because they are well known for
providing dierent types of high-quality amenities that were established long ago. We use
a novel proxy for amenities: the number of outside pictures taken by residents at a certain
location. By using geocoded pictures, we focus on exogenous and persistent amenities, such
as natural geographic features and historic buildings. More specically, we test whether and
how these amenities and commuting costs determine the sorting pattern of heterogeneous
households within the city by exploiting the structure of the theoretical model developed in
the previous sections.
However, as suggested by the literature on local public goods, there might be reverse
causality, meaning that the location of local public goods and jobs is determined by the
spatial income distribution. To a large extent, this is because the institutional context that
prevails in the US implies that the quality of schools and other neighborhood characteristics
are often determined by the average income in the neighborhood (Bayer

et al., 2007).

This is

to be contrasted with what we observe in many other countries where local public goods such
as schools are provided by centralized bodies. For example, school performances are often less
uneven in the Netherlands than in the US (Ritzen

et al., 1997).

In addition, racial disparities

are often less of a concern than in the US. Dutch people have a preference for living among
people of one's own ethnic group, but in a suciently diverse neighborhood (Bakens

et al.,

2016). Thus, we believe that the impact of local public goods and race, though relevant, is
less important for studying the social structure of non-US cities. Finally, households also
care about the proximity to private facilities such as shops, restaurants and theaters. We
address the endogenous nature of such amenities in our econometric analysis in several ways.
First, we use ancillary detailed data on demographic, housing and site characteristics. In
addition, we digitize historic city maps from 1900 and extensive urban planning maps from
the 1930s and use the historic and planned land use patterns to instrument for amenities
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and commuting costs. Since the strategy of using instruments based on historic city plans
raises several issues, we devote considerable attention to the validity of such an identication
strategy.
The results unequivocally suggest that amenities are important in determining the
spatial income distribution.

However, we nd that dierences in commuting costs hardly

account for spatial income dierences, suggesting that the classical monocentric model without amenities is a fairly poor predictor of the social structure of cities. Furthermore, by
using information on land prices and lot sizes we are able to estimate preference parameters
and undertake counterfactual analyses. Under a multimodal amenity distribution, our calculations conrm that the resulting spatial income distribution also displays several peaks
and valleys.

Related literature
(Behrens

et al.,

A large recent literature focuses on household sorting across cities

2014; Eeckhout et

al.,

2014; Davis and Dingel, 2017; Diamond, 2016). By

contrast, the issue of sorting within cities is largely overlooked. Suggesting the complexity
of the exercise, only a handful of papers in urban economics have studied the social stratication of cities with heterogeneous households. Beckmann (1969) was the rst attempt to
take into account a continuum of heterogeneous households. Unfortunately, the assignment
approach used by Beckmann was awed (Montesano, 1972).

Hartwick

et al.

(1976) and

Fujita (1989) proposed a rigorous analysis of the residential pattern for a nite number of
income classes.

When commuting costs are distance-dependent and income-independent,

these authors show that income-classes are ranked by increasing income as the distance to
the CBD rises. Kamecke (1993) extends this result to a continuum of heterogeneous households by showing that there is perfect sorting moving out from the CBD by increasing
incomes. When the lot size is xed, Miyake (2003) showed that the bid rent approach may
be viewed as the limit of a two-sided matching market between landlords and households.
Behrens

et al.

(2013) revisit Beckmann (1969) in a setup where households dier

along two dimensions, that is, income and per unit distance commuting cost. To be able
to use assignment techniques, Behrens

et al.

assume a xed lot size.

However, they do

not study the residential equilibria with imperfect sorting. We dier from them in that the
dierentiation of location attributes allows us to determine from the equilibrium conditions
the rule that assigns incomes to locations without guessing a priori what this rule is, as in
Sattinger (1993). Other papers related to ours include Määttänen and Terviö (2014) and
Landvoigt

et al.

(2015), who study the relationship between the income and house price

distributions as a matching problem in which houses are indivisible and heterogeneous by
quality.

Our paper is closer to Lee and Lin (2015) who show that richer households are

anchored in neighborhoods with better natural amenities, whereas we stress the importance
of aesthetic amenities. Very much like us, their results support the importance of natural
amenities for the persistence of the social structure of cities. However, the last three papers
dier from us in that people are assumed to work where they live. The absence of commuting
vastly simplies the theoretical analysis. Carlino and Saiz (2008) show that the number of
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tourists visiting a city is a good predictor of the growth of US metropolitan areas in the
1990s. After controlling for a city's proximity to the ocean and its climate, they nd that
population and employment grew by about

2% more in a city with twice as many tourists as

another comparable city. This conrms that residents value amenities that attract tourists.
Finally, Couture and Handbury (2016) document the revival of CBD areas in several large
US cities and conrm the role played by amenities in this reversal of fortune.
Note, nally, the link with the vast literature on Tiebout and the sorting of households among jurisdictions. Local public nance disregards the trade-o between amenities,
proximity to jobs and housing prices (see Epple

et al., 2010, for an attempt at synthesizing

the Tiebout-like literature with urban economics). The main focus of the literature on local public nance is on stratication by income (Epple and Nechyba, 2004). For example,
Henderson and Thisse (2001) show how households endowed with dierent incomes belong
to a nite number of distinct jurisdictions which compete directly with the adjacent communities on the income line.

In this case, there is perfect sorting of households through

community formation. In a way, our model may be viewed as a setup involving a continuum
of jurisdictions where households cross borders between jurisdictions.

De Bartolome and

Ross (2007) is a noticeable exception. These authors show that income mixing may arise in
a city formed by a central and a peripheral jurisdiction. When households are heterogeneous
in incomes and in their preferences for local public goods, Epple and Sieg (1999) show that
several jurisdictions may host residents having the same income. Unlike Epple and Sieg and
others, we show in this paper that households sharing the same preferences and the same
income may live far apart and have dierent housing consumptions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we compare the
income, amenity and housing price gradients in Amsterdam and Rotterdam. We provide
a detailed description of our model in Section 3 and to show how the bid rent function
may be used to determine the social stratication of the city. In Section 4, we study the
properties of the residential pattern for preferences that generate a location-quality index.
Since the equilibrium is undetermined under homothetic preferences, we illustrate our results
for Stone-Geary preferences. In Section 5, we determine analytically the market outcome
when income and the location-quality index are Fréchet-distributed. Data are discussed in
Section 6. In Section 7, we study the causal relationship between incomes, job accessibility
and amenities, while we present the results of our counterfactuals in Section 8. Section 9
concludes.

Are urban gradients monotonic?
In this section, we provide some empirical evidence showing that income, land value and
amenity gradients are not necessarily monotonic.

The main empirical analysis focuses on

the two largest cities in the Netherlands: Amsterdam and Rotterdam on incomes, commuting
times, house price and amenities.

Both Amsterdam and Rotterdam have a population of
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about one million. Amsterdam was the economic capital of Europe in the

17th century while

Rotterdam is the largest seaport in Europe for a very long time. In Appendix A.1, we gather
descriptive data on London which show similar patterns.
European cities dier markedly from many US cities. The rst distinctive feature is
that Europe's urban history is much longer than in the US (Bairoch, 1988). The current
urban structure is thus heavily inuenced by the past, for example through the presence
of historic buildings in city centers and the pattern of canals in Amsterdam.

In contrast

to many US cities, the presence of historic buildings implies that the amenity levels in
inner cities are much higher. An exception is Rotterdam, which was completely bombed out
during World War II. Thus, its city center does not host historic amenities and displays an
urban structure somewhat comparable to a monocentric US city with a CBD dominated by
high-rise buildings.
Dutch cities are characterized by an extremely at geography.
Netherlands are just above (and sometimes below) sea level.
highest point is

15

m, while the lowest is

−8.9

Most cities in the

In the selected cities, the

m in an area that was reclaimed from the

sea; the dierences within cities are smaller. The expansion of a city is, therefore, not much
constrained by geographical features. However, Dutch land-use planning strongly restricts
urban growth. A well-known example is the Green Heart, which is in the vast space between
the largest four cities in the Netherlands.

The Green Heart policy dates back to 1954:

new constructions have essentially been prohibited there since then (Koomen

et al.,

2008).

Another distinctive characteristic of Dutch cities is that school quality is unlikely to play a
major role in household residential choices because school performances are higher and much
less uneven in the Netherlands than in the US, suggesting that the search for better school
districts is less of a concern in the former.

Moreover, households are free to choose their

most preferred school.
We use information on incomes, land values, and employment locations. We also use
geocoded outside pictures by residents, which were kindly provided to us by Eric Fisher, as
a proxy for amenities. More information on the data, the procedures used to estimate land
values, the proxy for amenities and commuting costs, and the way in which we address the
endogenous nature of amenities, is provided in Section 6 and Appendix C. Because cities are
highly non-symmetric around the city center, plotting the amenity index against the distance
to the city center masks a substantial portion of the spatial variations in the above-mentioned
variables. Nevertheless, for illustration Figure 1 provides a one-dimensional gradient for a
strip of

2

km wide which stretches along the rivers Amstel and Maas for Amsterdam and

Rotterdam, respectively (two-dimensional maps are provided in Appendix A.2). For the two
cities,

income gradients are highly non-monotonic.

The land price gradient is non-monotonic

for Rotterdam because the attractive neighborhoods are located outside the bombed area,
while this gradient is decreasing in Amsterdam.
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Figure 1. Income and land value gradients

Notes : The above graphs are local polynomial smooths of income on distance to the city centre.
We use a Gaussian kernel.

This paper argues that such contrasted patterns may be (at least, partially) explained
by the presence of amenities. At this point, we cannot infer any causal eect of amenities
on incomes because the provision of some amenities may be the result of the presence of
high-income households. Nevertheless, it is informative to investigate whether the amenity
and employment density gradients are also non-monotonic.

Figure 2 shows that

amenity

levels are always higher near the city center, probably because the city centers provide historic amenities (Brueckner et al., 1999). For Amsterdam the amenity gradient is essentially
decreasing and increasing somewhat after

7 km

from the city enter. This also holds for Rot-

terdam, but we observe a sharper increase beyond

amenity gradients are non-monotonic.

7

km from the city center, implying that

Despite the bombing of its historic city center, Rot-

terdam has a high amenity level in the center, probably due to the high architectural quality
of the new-built buildings.

1

Figure 2 shows that

commuting costs are also non-monotonic.

Figure 2. Amenity and commuting cost gradients

Notes : The above graphs are local polynomial smooths of amenities and expected commuting
costs on distance to the city centre. We use a Gaussian kernel.

As an illustration, Rotterdam was ranked in the list 'top cities in the world' by Lonely Planet's Best in
Travel 2016.
1
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The model and preliminary results

The model
Although the model can be developed for a two-dimensional asymmetric city, it is notationally convenient to consider a linear city spread over a subset

x ∈ X.

distance from the origin are identically denoted by
available in the CBD located at the origin
at

ei > 0, i = 1, ...n.

e0 = 0

X

of the real line. Location and

The city is polycentric; jobs are

or in secondary business districts located

The city is endowed with a unit mass of inhabitants. There are two

normal consumption goods: (i) land (h), which is a proxy for housing, and (ii) a composite
non-spatial good (q ), which is used as the numéraire. The opportunity cost of land is given
by the constant
to

1.

Let

a>0

RA ≥ 0,

while the amount of land available at each location

x is

normalized

be the level or, equivalently, the utility of amenities, which is common to

all households. Consumers' preferences are separable in amenities and consumption goods

(q, h):
U (q, h; a) = a · u(q, h),

(1)

u is strictly increasing in the numéraire and land consumption, strictly quasi-concave
in (q, h), and indierence curves do not cut the axes. The utility (1) implies that the amenity
a and the private goods (q, h) are substitutes. In addition, the utility level associated with
the consumption of a given bundle (q, h) increases with the amenity level a, while the utility
where

derived from consuming amenities rises with income. Hence, a high-income household needs
more numéraire than a low-income household to be compensated for the same decrease
in amenity consumption. As a result, the single-crossing condition between incomes and
amenities holds (Schmidheiny, 2006). However, as will be seen, the single-crossing condition
between incomes and locations does not hold: richer households need not choose locations
with more amenities because they also care about their commuting costs.
A household's gross income is given by

0 < ω ≤ ω̄ .

The income c.d.f.

F (ω)

ω

units of the numéraire, with

and density

f (ω)

are continuous over

ω ∈ [ω, ω̄] and
[ω, ω̄]. We are

agnostic about the reasons that explain inequality in earnings. In this paper, we model the
individual loss due to commuting as an

iceberg cost.

More specically, if a household residing

0 < ti (|x − ei |) ≤ 1 her eective number of working units,
which decreases with the distance |x − ei | while ti (0) = 1. As a consequence, the individual's
net income is equal to ωti (x) and her commuting cost by ci (ω, x) = ω−ωti (x), which increases
with both her earning ω and the distance |x − ei |. In other words, commuting is considered

at

x

works at

ei ,

we denote by

here as an income loss. This modeling strategy captures the fact that individuals who have
a long commute are more prone to being absent from work, to arrive late at the workplace
and/or to make less work eort (van Ommeren and Gutiérrez-i-Puigarnau, 2011).
If a household located at

x

earns the same income in each employment center

chooses to work at the closest employment center. In this case, the function
by the maximum working time, which is not monotonic in

2

x

t(x)

ei ,

she

is given

2

when the city is polycentric.

Note that the function t(x) is not dierentiable at the intersection points between any two functions
10

However, our results do not hinge on this particular denition of

t(x).

The household's

budget constraint is thus as follows:

ωt(x) = q + R(x)h,
where

R(x)

x.

is the land rent at

(2)

In line with the literature, we assume that the land rent

is paid to absentee landlords (Fujita, 1989).

η(y) > 0 be a given
y ∈ X , such as scenic

Let
lable at

function whose value expresses the level of amenities availandscapes, rivers, historic buildings and architecture. The

amenities are intrinsic to a location and exogenous.

Therefore, the corresponding utility

level is negatively aected by the distance between the household and the place where these
amenities are available. As a result, a household at
the amenity provided at
with

ϕ(0) = 1.

z 6= x,

ϕ(·) ≥ 0 has the
well-being at x depends

ϕ(|x − z|)η(z) to
|x − z| between x and z ,

ascribes the value

which decreases with the distance

In other words,

shown by (1), households'

x

nature of a distance-decay function. As
on the total amenity level dened by the

following expression:

Z
ϕ(|x − z|)η(z)dz.

a(x) ≡

(3)

X
We do not impose any functional restriction on

η(·)

and

ϕ(·).

Therefore, (3) includes

the specications used by Fujita and Ogawa (1982), Lucas and Rossi-Hansberg (2002) and
others to describe various spatial interactions. In the featureless city of urban economics,

a(x) is constant across locations. In this paper, we focus on the case where a(x) varies with x.
Hence, the city is

dierentiated

Maximizing the utility
to

q

and

h

U

in the sense that preferences depend on household locations.
of a

subject to (2) yields the

ω -household residing at x and working at ei

numéraire

with respect

demand

q ∗ (x, ω) ≡ q(R(x), ωt(x)) = ωt(x) − R(x)h(R(x), ωt(x))
and the

housing

equation:

demand

h∗ (x, ω) ≡ h(R(x), ωt(x)),

which is the unique solution to the

3

uh [ωt(x) − R(x)h∗ , h∗ ] − R(x)uq [ωt(x) − R(x)h∗ , h∗ ] = 0.
Let

s(x, ω) ∈ [0, 1]

be the share of the

clearing condition holds if

ω(x)

ω -households

who reside at

x.

(4)
The land market

satises the following condition:

|s(x, ω(x))f (ω(x))h∗ (x, ω)dω| = dx,
which says that the amount of land available between any

x

and

(5)

x + dx > x

and the area

t and t . If the equilibrium arises at a point where t is not dierentiable, the rst-order conditions must
be rewritten by using the tools of subdierential calculus. This does not aect the meaning of our results
but renders the exposition heavy. For this reason, we will assume throughout that all functions are as many
times continuously dierentiable as necessary.
For any function f (y, z), let f (resp., f ) be the partial (cross-) derivative of f with respect to y (resp.,
y and z ).
i

j

3

y

yz
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occupied by the households whose income varies from

ω

to

ω+dω

are the same. Since

ω(x)

needs not be monotonic, the land market clearing condition is expressed in absolute value.
Hence, the endogenous city limit

Z

B

is given by

B

s(x, ω(x))f (ω(x))h∗ (x, ω)dx = B.

(6)

0
The residential equilibrium is such that no household has an incentive to move, all
households sharing the same income have the same maximum utility level, and the land
market clears. Formally, a

residential equilibrium

is dened by the following vector:

(ω ∗ (x), s∗ (x, ω ∗ (x)), R∗ (x), h∗ (x, ω ∗ (x)), B ∗ )
such that

a(x) · u[q ∗ (x, ω ∗ (x)), h∗ (x, ω ∗ (x))] ≥ a(y) · u[q ∗ (y, ω ∗ (x)), h∗ (y, ω ∗ (x))]
holds under the constraints (2), (5) and (6).

(7)

For simplicity, we assume that the amenity

a(x) is such that there is no vacant land at the residential
R∗ (x) > RA for x < B ∗ and R∗ (x) = RA for x ≥ B ∗ .

function
cation,

0≤y≤B

In equilibrium, households sharing the same income are

not

equilibrium. By impli-

indierent across locations

because space is dierentiated. In particular, if the inequality is strict in (7) for all

y 6= x,

ω ∗ (x)-households are located at x (s∗ (x, ω ∗ (x)) = 1). Otherwise, there exist at least
∗
locations x and y such that the ω (x)-households are indierent between x and y . In
∗
∗
case, we have 0 < s (·, ω (x)) < 1 at x and y , while the sum of the shares is equal to 1.

then all
two
this

In this case, we say that there is

spatial splitting

of identical households.

The problem consists in assigning households having a particular income to specic
locations within the city. It seems that the residential equilibrium can be obtained by appealing to methods developed in matching theory. This raises two types of diculties, which
are typically ignored in this theory. First, a household's housing consumption, whence its
equilibrium utility level, varies with both its income and location. Second, for the matching
between households and locations to be imperfect, the rule
income to locations must be a

correspondence.

x(ω)

which assigns a particular

For example, for the same given housing

consumption, a household can be indierent between living close to the CBD while having
a low level of amenities, or living far from the CBD while enjoying a high level of amenities.
Therefore, apart from special cases, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the income and location sets. Because

x(ω)

is a correspondence, it seems hopeless to guess what

the equilibrium assignment could be, as typically done in Sattinger-like assignment models.
By contrast, it is yet unnoticed that the reverse problem can be solved.

Indeed, because

households bid for locations, those who reside at the same place must share the same income.
Therefore, we may dene and characterize the

[0, B]

to the income set

[ω, ω̄]

income mapping ω∗ (x) from the location set

that species which

ω -households

are located at

x.

Evidently,
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this income is that of the households who make the highest bid (Fujita, 1989).

The residential equilibrium with amenities
u is strictly increasing in q , the equation u(q, h) = U/a(x) has a single solution
Q(h, U/a(x)), which describes the consumption of the numéraire when the utility level is
U/a(x) and the land consumption h. The bid rent Ψ(x, ω; U ) of a ω -household is the highest
amount it is willing to pay for one unit of land at x when its utility level is given and equal
to U . The bid rent function is dened as follows:


ωt(x) − q
s.t. a(x) · u(q, h) = U
Ψ(x, ω, U ) ≡ max
q,h
h
ωt(x) − Q(h, U/a(x))
= max
.
(8)
h
h

Since

When space is dierentiated, since the bid rent
are indierent across locations, (4) implies that

Ψ(x, ω, U ) is such that the ω -households
the Alonso-Muth condition for the ω -

households is as follows:

h∗ (x, ω)Ψx (x, ω, U ) − ωtx (x) =

ax (x) u(q ∗ (x, ω), h∗ (x, ω))
.
a(x) uq (q ∗ (x, ω), h∗ (x, ω))

Since each household treats the utility level parametrically, applying the rst-order
condition to (8) yields the equation:

Q(h, U/a(x)) − hQh (h, U/a(x)) − ωt(x) = 0
H(ωt(x), U/a(x)),
rent Ψ(·), which is

(9)

whose solution, denoted

is the quantity of land consumed at

household pays its bid

called the

bid-max lot size

x

when the

(Fujita, 1989). The

budget constraint implies that the bid rent function may be rewritten as follows:

Ψ(x, ω, U ) ≡

ωt(x) − Q(ωt(x), U/a(x))
.
H(ωt(x), U/a(x))

This expression shows that a household's bid rent at
and

x

t(x)

while its housing consumption

H

(10)

x depends separately on both a(x)

also varies with these two attributes of location

(we will return to this issue in Section 5). Since land is allocated to the highest bidder,

the equilibrium land rent is given by the upper envelope of the bid rent functions:

∗



R (x) = max

∗



max Ψ(x, ω, U (ω)), RA ,

ω∈[ω,ω̄]
where

U ∗ (ω)

denotes the maximum utility reached by the

ω -households

at the residential

equilibrium. The bid rent function implies that all households residing at a particular location

x

share the same income

ω ∗ (x).

Hence, two households endowed with dierent incomes

choose to reside in two dierent locations. Note that

H(·)

is the equilibrium consumption
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at

x

of a

ω -household

if its bid rent is equal to the land rent.

Since land is allocated to the highest bidder, the income
locate at

x

ω ∗ (x)

of the households who

must solve the utility-maximizing condition:

∂Ψ(x, ω, U ∗ (ω)))
= 0,
∂ω
while the second-order condition implies
respect to

x

(11)

∂ 2 Ψ/∂ω 2 < 0.

Totally dierentiating (11) with

yields:

∂ 2 Ψ(x, ω, U ∗ (ω))
=−
dx
∂ω 2

dω

which implies that

∗



Ψxω (x, ω, U ∗ (ω))

Set

A(x) ≡
and

ω ∗
U
U∗ ω

εU,ω ≡

and dω

∗

(x)/dx

ax (x)
a(x)

εH,ω ≡

−1

∂ 2 Ψ(x, ω, U ∗ (ω))
·
,
∂ω∂x

(12)

have the same sign.

T (x) ≡ −

tx (x)
,
t(x)

ω
(Hω + HU Uω∗ )
H

εuq ,ω ≡

ω ∂uq
.
uq ∂ω
4

We are now equipped to characterize the equilibrium income mapping.

Proposition 1. The equilibrium mapping

ω ∗ (x) is increasing

(decreasing)



εH,ω + εuq ,ω
φ(x, ω) ≡ 1 −
A(x) − (1 − εH,ω )T (x)
εU,ω

is positive

(negative)

Proof.

at x if
(13)

at this location.

The proof is given in Appendix B.1.



The expression (13) shows that for any given function

u

the interaction between the

amenity and commuting cost functions determines the social stratication of the city through
the behavior of the function

φ.

It also shows that the sign of

spatial income distribution, changes at any solution

ω ∗ (x)

φ,

whence the slope of the

to the equation

φ(x, ω) = 0

if

φx (x, ω) 6= 0.
To illustrate, consider rst the benchmark case of a monocentric and undierentiated
city, that is,

A(x) = 0

and

T (x) > 0

for all

x.

We know from Fujita (1989) that household

locations are determined by ranking the bid rent slopes with respect to income. It follows

φ(x, ω) depends on whether the income elasticity of the bid-max
lot size is smaller or larger than 1 (Wheaton, 1977). Since the empirical evidence shows that
from (13) that the sign of

the expenditure share allocated to housing declines as income rises, the income elasticity
of housing is smaller than

1

(Albouy

et al.,

2016). Therefore, when income increases, the

slope of the bid rent function gets steeper. A longer commute shifts the utility of a highincome household downward more than that of a low-income household because the former
has a higher opportunity cost of time than the latter. However, this eect is not oset by

4

When no ambiguity may arise, we do not specify the independent variables in the following equations.
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the higher housing consumption because the income elasticity of housing is smaller than

1.

By implication, at the residential equilibrium, households are sorted by decreasing order of
income as the distance to the CBD increases.
Consider now the case of a dierentiated monocentric city (A(x)

6= 0).

Owing to the

existence of amenities, even when the bid rent functions are downward sloping, the equation

imperfect sorting, that is,
greater income dierences are not mapped into more spatial separation. The following three
φ(x, ω) = 0

may have several solutions.

In this case, there is

cases may arise.
(i) Assume that

φ(x, ω) > 0

for all

x.

As

ω

rises, the bid rent curve becomes atter.

Since the bid rent of a high-income household is always atter than that of a low-income
household, individuals are sorted out by increasing income. In other words,

household, the closer to the city limit.

the richer the

Consumers are willing to pay more to reside at

a distant location because the corresponding hike in amenity consumption is sucient to
compensate them for their longer commute. In this case,
location, whereas

x = 0

is the worst.

x = B∗

is the most-preferred city

This conguration is the one obtained in standard

urban economics when commuting costs are income-independent, space is undierentiated,
and housing consumption is variable (Hartwick
(ii) If

φ(x, ω) < 0

for all

x,

et al., 1976; Fujita, 1989).

the bid rent curve becomes steeper as the income

ω

rises.

Therefore, the bid rent curves associated with any two dierent incomes intersect once and,
for each

ω,

there exists a unique

x(ω)

such that

s(x(ω), ω) = 1.

In this case,

x=0

is the

most-preferred city location. To put it dierently, the utility loss incurred by an increase in
distance to the workplace is exacerbated by a drop in the consumption of central amenities
(Brueckner

et al., 1999).

(iii) The most interesting case arises when

φ(x, ω)

changes its sign over

[0, B]

because,

as shown in Section 2, the slope of the income gradient changes. In other words, there is
imperfect sorting: household income rises over some range of sites and falls over others. We
develop this argument in more detail in Section 4.
The expression (13) highlights the fact that the impact of the amenity and commuting
cost functions on the sign of
the utility

u(q, h)

φ(x, ω)

depends on the elasticities

εH,ω , εuq ,ω

and

εU,ω .

When

is specied, the condition (13) may be used to determine how households

are distributed according to the behavior of

A(x)

and

T (x)

by calculating those elasticities.

In the limit, when the elasticities are constant, the sign of (13) is independent of income,

T (x) = 0 when commuting is not accounted for,
like in most models of local public nance. In this event, the sign of φ(x, ω) is determined
by the sign of (εU,ω − εH,ω − εuq ,ω )A(x) only. In particular, there is a continuum of equilibria
when a(x) is constant because A(x) = 0.
Finally, when the city is polycentric, the function T (x) displays several extrema because t(x) is no longer monotonic. Hence, even when a(x) is constant across locations, the

and thus there is perfect sorting. Note that

decentralization of jobs favors income mixing.

As a consequence, to what extent the beha-

vior of the income mapping is determined by amenities or commuting time is an empirical
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question.

Modeling commuting costs.

In the standard monocentric city model, the individual

working time is supposed to be constant (tx
by an increasing function

c(x).

= 0),

which implies commuting costs are given

In this case, we show in Appendix B.2 that

φ(x, ω)

is given

by the following expression:


φ(x, ω) =

εH,ω + εuq ,ω
1−
εU,ω


A(x) +

cx
εH,ω .
ωt

(14)

cx > 0 there is sorting by increasing income from the CBD for any
A(x) = 0 (Duranton and Puga, 2015). However, this need not be true when

Consequently, since

u when
A(x) 6= 0.

utility

Note the following dierence between (13) and (14).

In the former, households are

sorted by decreasing income order, whereas in the latter households are sorted by increasing
income order. Absent amenities,

there is perfect sorting under the two modelling approaches,

but the ranking of households is reverse. Thus, how to model commuting costs matters for the
order in which households are ranked. Since there is ample evidence that suggests that the
opportunity cost of time varies signicantly when households are heterogeneous in incomes
(Koster and Koster, 2015), using income-independent commuting costs seems restrictive for
studying the residential choices of such households. This is why we have chosen to use an
iceberg commuting cost.

The city social structure under Stone-Geary preferences
In this section, we characterize the equilibrium mapping

R∗ (x)

for preferences

u(q, h)

ω ∗ (x) and the equilibrium land rent

that reduce the dimensionality of the matching problem.

Consider the following options. First, it seems natural to start with homothetic preferences, as they include the CES, Cobb-Douglas and translog. If the utility
linear, we show in Appendix B.3 that
can be reduced to

φ(x, ω) = 0

for all

x.

εU,ω = εH,ω = 1
In other words,

equilibrium under homothetic preferences.

and

εuq, ω = 0.

u is homogeneous
As a result, (13)

there is a continuum of residential

This should not come as a surprise as the income

distribution does not play any role in the location of consumption and production under the
combination of homothetic preferences and iceberg trade costs (Fajgelbaum

et al., 2011).

Se-

u(q, h) = v(h) + q
= εuq ,ω = 0, so that (13)

cond, quasi-linear preferences are non-homothetic and simple to handle:

v is strictly increasing and concave. In this case, we have εH,ω
reduces to φ(x, ω) = A(x) − T (x). This expression suggests that quasi-linear preferences are

where

a good candidate to study the residential equilibrium. Unfortunately, assuming quasi-linear
preferences is counterfactual as housing is a normal good (εH,ω

> 0).

Third, a well-known example of non-homothetic utility is Stone-Geary's:

u(q, h) = q 1−µ (h − h)µ ,

(15)
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where

0<µ<1

and

h>0

is the minimum lot size, which is supposed to be suciently

low for the equilibrium consumption of the numéraire to be positive. Maximizing (15) with
respect to

q

and

h

subject to (2) leads to the linear expenditure system:

q ∗ (x, ω) = (1 − µ)[ωt(x) − R(x)h],
ωt(x)
h∗ (x, ω) = (1 − µ)h + µ
.
R(x)
x

The housing demand at any location
which is in line with Albouy
lot size assumption while

et al.

h = 0

(16)
(17)

increases less than proportionally with income,

(2015).

5

Assuming

µ = 0

corresponds to the xed

implies that (17) reduces to the housing demand under

Cobb-Douglas preferences.
We show in Appendix B.4 that

φ(x, ω) = A(x) − (1 − µ)T (x).

Set

1

∆(x) ≡ t(x)[a(x)] 1−µ ,

(18)

which subsumes the amount of time devoted to work and the amenity level at
scalar, which has the nature of a
location

x

but not on income

location-quality index.

ω ∗ (x).

The higher

µ,

x into a single

Note that this index depends on

the stronger the preference for housing.

Therefore, as the intensity of preference for housing increases, amenities matter more than
the accessibility to jobs. Moreover, dierentiating (18) shows that
the same sign. Hence,

φ(x, ω)

∆(x)

and

φ(x, ω)

have

changes sign at any extrema of the location-quality index.

u(q, h) = q ρ1 + hρ2 with
0 < ρi < 1 (u is quasi-linear for ρ1 = 1). The elasticity of substitution σ(q, h) between
housing and the numéraire is now variable and equal to 1/(1 − s1 ρ1 − s2 ρ2 ) where si is
the expenditure share on good i = q, h. When ρ1 > ρ2 , it can be shown that the above
1/ρ1
preferences generate the index ∆(x) ≡ t(x) [a(x)]
, which is similar to (18).
Finally, consider the following non-homothetic CES utility:

In what follows, we work with Stone-Geary preferences because they are amenable to a
simple analytical solution which can be brought to the data. However, our results hold true
whenever the location-quality index

∆(x)

is a function of

a(x)

and

t(x)

that is independent

of income.

The spatial income distribution
Our objective is now to determine the mapping

ω -households are
timally at each x, what
which

located at

x

ω ∗ (x)

from

[0, B ∗ ]

to

[ω, ω̄]

that species

under (15). Since housing consumption is chosen op-

makes a site attractive to households is both its amenity level and

the corresponding working time.

The next proposition shows that households distribute

themselves across the city according to the values of the location-quality index.

Davis and Ortalo-Magné (2011) provide evidence that the expenditure share on housing is constant over
time and across U.S. metropolitan areas. This does not mean that households having dierent incomes spend
the same share of their incomes on housing within cities.
5
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Proposition 2. Assume Stone-Geary preferences. At the residential equilibrium, the

income and location-quality index vary in the same way: ω∗ (x) = F −1 [G(∆(x))].
(i) We show in Appendix B.5 that the bid-max lot size

Proof.

H(ωt(x), U/a(x)) ≡ H(∆(x), ω, U )
depends on

a(x)

and

t(x)

(19)

only through the location-quality index (18).

(ii) We show in the same appendix that the equilibrium condition

Ψω = 0 is equivalent

to the dierential equation:
dU

∗

dω
whose solution varies with
attributes of location

x,

µ

µ

= (1 − µ) ∆(H − h) 1−µ (U ∗ (ω))− 1−µ

∆.

(20)

Hence, the equilibrium utility level depends on the two

that is,

a(x)

and

t(x),

only through the location-quality index

∆.

Proposition 1 implies that the equilibrium mapping is given by the expression:

ω ∗ (x) = F −1 [G(∆(x))],
with

ω = F −1 [G(∆)]

and

ω = F −1 [G(∆)]. 
∆(x) varies to determine the
a(x) and t(x) separately. This shows

Proposition 2 states that it is sucient to study how
properties of the residential equilibrium, rather than

how the initial two-to-one matching is reduced to a one-to-one matching.
functions

∗

ω (x)

and

∆(x)

In addition, the

have the same extrema.

Furthermore, we show in Appendix B.6 that dU

∆:

∗

(ω)/dω

is an increasing function of

∂ dU ∗
> 0,
∂∆ dω

(21)

meaning that the equilibrium utility is supermodular in income and the location-quality
index. As a consequence, the residential equilibrium involves a positive assortative matching
between incomes and the values of the location-quality index (Legros and Newman, 2002).
In other words, households ordered by increasing incomes are assigned to locations endowed
with rising values of the location-quality index.
Let us rank the values of

∆(x)

by increasing order and denote by

sponding c.d.f. dened over the domain
of

∆(x)

over

[0, B].

Note that

G(∆)

[∆, ∆]

where

∆ (∆

G(∆)

be the corre-

) is the minimum (maximum)

describes how the values of the location-quality index

are distributed irrespective of location.
Since the function (18) is in general not monotonic, we have:

∂ dU ∗
≷ 0,
∂x dω
Therefore, income sorting is not mapped into spatial sorting, which means that

income gradient need not be a monotonic function of the distance from the CBD.

the

As a
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consequence, the auent (or the poor) do not necessarily locate at the CBD or the city
limit. Rather, the richest locate where the location-quality index is maximized, whereas the
poorest reside in locations with the lowest location-quality index.

6

To illustrate, consider Figure 3. The centrality of the city is described by the unique
global maximizer

x = 0

of

∆(x)

over

[0, B ∗ ]

because this site is endowed with the best

combination of amenities and commuting costs. Proposition 2 implies that this location is
occupied by the richest households, while households are sorted by decreasing income over

[0, x1 )

∆(x), this
location is occupied by the poorest households. As the distance to the CBD rises, ∆(x)
increases. This implies that households are now sorted by increasing income up to x2 where
∆(x) reaches a local maximum. Over the interval (x2 , B ∗ ], the function ∆(x) falls again,
which means that households' income decreases with x.
∗
Since ∆(0) > ∆(x2 ) > ∆(B ) > ∆(x1 ), the intermediate value theorem implies that z1
∗
in [0, x1 ), z2 in (x1 , x2 ) and z3 in (x2 , B ] exist such that ∆(z1 ) = ∆(z2 ) = ∆(z3 ). Proposition
where

x1

is a minimizer of

∆.

Since

x1

is the unique global minimizer of

2 implies that the households residing at these three locations have the same income.
other words, there is spatial splitting because

live in the same neighborhood.
having lower incomes in

In

the households sharing the income ω∗ (zi ) do not

On the contrary, they are spatially separated by households

(z1 , z2 )

and higher incomes in

(z2 , z3 ).

Roughly speaking, Figure 3

depicts a spatial conguration where the middle class is split into two spatially separated
neighborhoods with the poor in between, while the auent live near the city center. Such
a pattern describes more accurately the spatial distribution of incomes in old US cities
and in many European cities, than the homogeneous monocentric city model (Glaeser

et al.,

2008).

As for the housing demand, we have ∂H/∂∆ < 0, for otherwise the utility level U of the ω-households
would increase. Furthermore, we also know that ∂H/∂ω > 0 and ∂H/∂U > 0 hold because housing is a
normal good (Fujita, 1989). Given Proposition 2, ∂H/∂∆ < 0, ∂H/∂ω > 0 and ∂H/∂U > 0 imply that
the sign of dH/dx is ambiguous. Indeed, when the location-quality index rises with x, the income of the
corresponding residents also rises. Because housing is a normal good, this income hike incites households to
consume more housing. However, those households also enjoy a higher location-quality index, which tends
to reduce their housing consumption. How the housing consumption varies with the distance to the CBD is
thus undetermined.
6
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Figure 3  Sorting and locational quality

More generally, assume that the location-quality index has
is perfect sorting because

∆

n

n = 2 there
When n > 2,

extrema. If

has a unique maximizer and a unique minimizer.

the spatial separation between households is no longer the mirror image of their income
dierences.

The residential pattern is partitioned into neighborhoods whose borders are

dened by the adjacent extrema of the location-quality index and size depends on the be-

∆, then the locations x1 < z < x2 with
∆(x1 ) = ∆(x2 ) < ∆(z) are in general such that x2 − z 6= z − x1 because ∆ is not symmetric.
∗
∗
In other words, the households whose income is ω (x1 ) = ω (x2 ) are not located equidistantly about z . The same holds when z is a minimizer of ∆. Therefore, unlike Tiebout's
havior of the index. When

prediction,

z

is a maximizer of

identical or similar households may live in spatially distinct areas.

To determine the residential distribution of households, it remains to nd the equilibrium values of the shares

j = 2, ..., n,

s(x, ω(x)).

If

it follows from Proposition 2

z1 6= z2 ... 6= zn exist such that ∆(z1 ) = ∆(zj ) for
∗
∗
that ω (z1 ) = ω (zj ) for j = 2, ..., n. Using (5) and

(19), we also have:

|s(zi , ω ∗ (zi ))f (ω ∗ (zi ))H {∆(zi ), ω ∗ (zi ), U ∗ (ω ∗ (zi ))} dω| = dx

i = 1, ..., n.

H {ω ∗ (z1 ), ∆(z1 ), U ∗ (ω ∗ (z1 ))} = H {∆(zj ), ω ∗ (zj ), U ∗ (ω ∗ (zj ))} and f (ω ∗ (z1 )) = f (ω ∗ (zj ))
j = 2, ..., n, we get:

Since
for

s(z1 , ω ∗ (z1 )) = s(zj , ω ∗ (zj ))

j = 2, ..., n.

Furthermore, it must be that

n
X

s(zi , ω ∗ (zi )) = 1.

i=1
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It follows from these

n

equations that

ω (z1 )
∆(z1 ).

households who share income
same location-quality index

∗

Back to commuting costs.
income at

t(x)ω

x

s(zi , ω ∗ (zi )) = 1/n

for

i = 1, ...n.

That is, the

are equally split across the locations that generate the

When commuting costs are income-independent, the net

ω − c(x). Using (B.5.1) in Appendix B.5 in which the net income
ω − c(x) and repeating the above argument, we obtain the following

is given by

is replaced by

aggregator:

∆(x, ω) = (ω − c(x))[a(x)]1/(1−µ) ,
which depends on both
at location

x

x

and

which maximizes

ω . Since ∆(x, ω) increases with ω , the ω -households reside
∆(x, ω). This implies that the location-quality index is now

given by the upper-envelope function:

Φ(x) = max ∆(x, ω).
ω

The spatial distribution of heterogeneous households may then be determined by applying
the approach developed above to

Φ(x).

The same approach can be used to cope with a city

∆(x) need not be equal
Φ(x) = max {∆(x), ∆(−x)}.

that expands both to the left and right of the CBD and where

∆(−x).

In this case, the location-quality index is given

to

Land rent
It remains to characterize the equilibrium land rent. We show in Appendix B.7 that the
equilibrium land rent is given by the following expression:



1−µ
ω ∗ (x)t(x)
1−
,
R (x) =
H[∆(x), ω ∗ (x), U ∗ (ω ∗ (x))]
εU,ω (x)
∗

where

εU,ω (x) = (1 − µ)
Substituting

εU,ω (x)

ω ∗ (x)t(x)
ω ∗ (x)t(x)
=
> 1.
q ∗ (x)
ω ∗ (x)t(x) − hR∗ (x)

in (22) and rearranging terms, we obtain:

R∗ (x) =
where we assume that

µ>0

µω ∗ (x)t(x)
> 0,
H[∆(x), ω ∗ (x), U ∗ (ω ∗ (x))] − (1 − µ)h

Rx∗ (x)

negative if

(23)

for the numerator and denominator to be strictly positive.

By totally dierentiating (22) with respect to

Since

(22)

x,

we obtain (see Appendix B.7):



ω ∗ (x)t(x)
1
=
A(x) − T (x) .
H[∆(x), ω ∗ (x), U ∗ (ω ∗ (x))] εU,ω (x)

(24)

εU,ω (x) > 1, the above expression implies that the land rent gradient is always
A(x) − T (x) < 0 for all x. As x rises, the decreasing land rent compensates the
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ω ∗ (x)-households

for bearing higher commuting costs and being farther away from places

endowed with more amenities. For example, in the standard monocentric city model in which

T (x) > 0 the land rent gradient is always negative. When A(x) − T (x) > 0
over some interval [x1 , x2 ], the land rent gradient can be positive or negative according
to the value of εU,ω (x). Since household income increases over [x1 , x2 ], commuting costs
A(x) = 0

and

also increase over this interval. Therefore, the land rent is a priori neither monotonic nor
the mirror image of the spatial income distribution.

However,

A(x) − εU,ω (x)T (x) > 0. In this case, moving toward
(A(x) > 0) is sucient for the land rent to increase. In
when

R∗ (x)

is upward sloping

locations with more amenities
sum, the interaction between

amenities and commuting may give rise to a variety of land rent proles, which generally
dier from that of the location-quality index. What drives the land rent is essentially an
empirical issue.

The econometric model under Fréchet distributions

The equilibrium income mapping
To derive testable predictions about the eects of amenities and commuting costs on the
income distribution within the city, we have to determine the explicit form of the income

ω ∗ (x) = F −1 [G(∆)].

mapping

For this, we must specify the distributions

F

and

G.

Earning

distributions are skewed to the right and the Fréchet distribution is a good candidate to
capture this. Equally important, the Fréchet distribution leads to an analytical solution of
our model. In the following, we assume that incomes are drawn from a Fréchet distribution

γω > 0 and the scale parameter sω > 0: F (ω) = exp [−(ω/sω )−γω ]
over [0, ∞). An increase in γω leads to less income inequality. It is analytically convenient
to assume the values of ∆ are also drawn from a Fréchet distribution with the c.d.f. G(∆) =
exp [−(∆/s∆ )−γ∆ ] over [0, ∞); the density is denoted g(∆). The location-quality index covers
7
a wider range of values when γ∆ decreases.
with the shape parameter

As Stone-Geary specication ts the data reasonably well, we use the following utility
function
amenity

U = [a(x)]β q 1−µ (h − h)µ where a(x)β , with β > 0, is the utility associated with the
utility level a. It follows from Proposition 2 that households ranked by decreasing

incomes are assigned to locations having a decreasing location-quality index.
mapping

Z

∗

ω (∆)

Hence, the

can be retrieved from the condition:

∞



f (ϕ)dϕ = 1 − exp −(ω/sω )−γω =

ω
which is the counterpart in the

Z

∞



g(ϕ)dϕ = 1 − exp −(∆/s∆ )−γ∆ ,

∆

∆-space

of (5). Solving the above equation yields the equi-

Note that we obtain similar expressions with a Pareto distribution. The main dierence is that the
Fréchet gives us one more degree of freedom than the Pareto in the estimations.
7
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librium mapping

ω ∗ (x)

dened over the

x-space:


∗

ω (x) = sω

∆(x)
s∆

 γγ∆
ω

.

(25)

This expression shows that the spatial income distribution is a power of the locationquality index, also shifted downward by the minimum value of this index. Observe that what

γ ≡ γ∆ /γω
work with γ .

matters in the equilibrium mapping (25) is the ratio
two shape parameters. From now on, therefore, we

and not the values of the

The econometric model
We use the equilibrium mapping (25) to quantify the sorting consequences of the spatial
distribution of amenities. Denote by
assume that labor time is given by

θ > 0

time,

~ the observed values of the corresponding variables. We

t(x) ≡ `[τ̃ (x)]−θ ,

where

τ̃ (x)

is the expected commuting

is the elasticity of labor time with respect to commuting time, and

number of working hours per year.

8

`

is the

Under this conguration, the location-quality index

becomes

∆(x) = [ã(x)]β `1−µ [τ̃ (x)]−θ(1−µ) .

(26)

It follows from (25) that the income mapping is given by the following expression:



∗

ω (x) = sω

[ã(x)]β `1−µ [τ̃ (x)]−θ(1−µ)
s∆

γ
.

ω̃(x) be the gross hourly income of a household residing
ω (x) ≡ `ω̃(x)/ξ(x) where the ξ(x) are labor income shocks that
Let

∗

(27)

at

x.

We assume that

are independently and

identically distributed according to some given distribution dened on

[0, ∞).

Taking the

log of (27), we obtain:

˜
log ω̃(x) = α0 + α1 log ã(x) + α2 log τ̃ (x) + ξ(x),
where

α0 ≡ log sω `(1−µ)γ−1 /sγ∆



,

α1 ≡ βγ , α2 ≡ −θ(1 − µ)γ

and

(28)

˜ = log ξ(x).
ξ(x)

Data

Datasets
We use several datasets.

The rst is obtained from

EDM,

a marketing service provider.

Data are available at the household level. Using an extensive representative survey of about

10%

of the Dutch population,

EDM

gathers information on a number of key household

characteristics, such as gross yearly household income (in

7

classes), the average age of the

Since ã(x) and τ̃ (x) are indices, we can only identify them up to a scaling factor. However, because we
take logs, this is not a problem here.
8
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adults in the household, the household size and type (e.g. single, family). Since households
may include full-time and/or part-time workers, we calculate the income per hour by dividing

9

the household's gross income by the total number of working hours per year.
consists of three waves:
2012 and

60, 041

72, 982

observations for 2004-2007,

103, 638

The survey

observations for 2008-

observations for 2013-2014 for the cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam.

It is not possible to trace households over time, so the data are cross-sectional. The

EDM

dataset also provides detailed geocoded information on locations, which are described by
their geographic coordinates.

We focus on households whose locations are within

from the city center. For the rst wave, we have locations at the postal code level.

10

10

km

For the

second and third waves, we have information on the exact address location of the property
in which a particular household lives.
The

EDM

dataset also provides information on (self-reported) housing attributes, such

as housing type (e.g. apartment, terraced), the construction decade and whether the house
is owned by the occupants. In the Netherlands, about

90%

of the properties in the rental

sector is public housing. Public housing is rent controlled and there are often long waiting
lists for public housing, so households are not entirely free to choose their utility-maximizing
location.
about

Therefore, we will focus on owner-occupied housing, which means that we keep

60%

of the data. Although

EDM

provides information on some important housing

attributes, it does not provide information on house size.
richer households are likely to prefer larger properties.

This might be important as

We, therefore, use information on

GKN (Gebouwkenmerken Nederland ) dataset. Using the
the EDM dataset, we obtain the size of each residential

the size of all properties from the
address information provided in
property.

Before 2008, the household location is identied at the postal level.

Hence, to

obtain information on house size, we use the median size of residential properties in the
postal code.
To link the observations in the

EDM

data to the locations of amenities and jobs we

calculate the travel time between any two locations. We obtain information on the street
network from

SpinLab,

which provides information on average free-ow speeds per short

road segment (the median length of a segment is

96

m), which are usually lower than the

speed limit. More information on how we calculate the travel time between observations is
provided in Appendix C.1.
Information on land values and lot sizes is not directly available. Therefore, we infer

NVM (Dutch Association of Real Estate
developed by Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2010),

them from data on housing transactions provided by

Agents ).

Specically, we adopt the procedure

In the Netherlands there are about 260 working days. Dutch people have on average 26.5 vacation
days. Hence, the number of eective working weeks is 33.63. The total number of working hours per week
in the household is obtained by assuming that a full-time job implies a working week of 38 hours and a
part-time job of 24 hours. If people are unemployed or non-employed, we assume that the working hours
per week is 38 but will include a dummy for whether people are unemployed or non-employed. Further,
in the sensitivity analysis we show that our results are robust to excluding unemployed, non-employed and
self-employed people.
Postal code areas are small and usually one side of a street consisting of about 20 households, so that
housing is typically very homogeneous within the same postal code.
9

10
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which means that we can only use information on residential properties with land.
methods used to calculate land values and lot sizes are described in Appendix C.2.
contains information on the large majority (about

The

NVM

75%) of owner-occupied house transactions

between 2000 and 2015. We know the transaction price, the lot size, inside oor space size
(both in square meters), the exact address, and a wide range of housing attributes such as
house type, number of rooms, construction year, garden, state of maintenance, and whether
a house is equipped with central heating.

11

The construction year controls for a range of

house attributes are dicult to observe (e.g. building quality, architectural style). We also
know whether the house is a listed building.
We are interested in the impact of amenities and employment accessibility on income
sorting and land prices. To this end, we gather data from Eric Fisher's

Atlas, which contain all geocoded pictures on the website Flickr.

Geotagger's World

The idea is that locations

12

with an abundant supply of aesthetic amenities will have a high picture density.

Using data

on the exact location of historic, natural and consumption amenities, we show in Appendix
C.3 that there is a strong positive correlation between picture density and historic amenities,
open water, the presence of shops, cafés and restaurants, cultural and leisure establishments.
There are, however, some issues with using geocoded pictures as a proxy for amenities.
First, one third of these pictures are automatically geocoded. To avoid the possibility
of inaccurate manual geocoding, we delete most of these pictures and keep only one geocoded
picture for each location dened by its geographical coordinates. Unlike Ahlfeldt (2014), we
do not aggregate locations and use a measure of picture density that is continuous over space
because we know the exact location of housing and pictures.
Second, one may argue that the patterns of pictures taken by tourists and residents
may be very dierent. Since we have information on user ids, we can distinguish between
residents' and tourists' pictures by keeping users who take pictures for at least

6 consecutive

months between 2004 and 2015 in either Amsterdam or Rotterdam. Indeed, it seems unlikely
that tourists stay for

6

consecutive months in a city.

residents' and tourists' pictures is above

Note that the correlation between

0.8.

Third, many recorded pictures may not be related to amenities but to ordinary events
in daily life occurring inside the house. Hence, we only keep pictures that are taken outside
buildings, using information on all the buildings in the Netherlands from the

GKN

dataset.

Furthermore, if pictures are not related to amenities, one would expect almost a one-to-one
relationship with population density.

However, if we calculate the population density in

the same way as we calculate the amenity level, the correlation is only about

0.5.

In the

sensitivity analysis, we show that using pictures as a proxy for amenities is superior to using

We exclude transactions with prices that are above ¿ 1 million or below ¿ 25, 000 and have a price per
square meter which is above ¿ 5, 000 or below ¿ 500. We furthermore leave out transactions that refer to
properties that are larger than 250 square meters, are smaller than 25 square meters, or have lot sizes above
5000 square meters. These selections consist of less than one percent of the data and do not inuence our
results.
Ahlfeldt (2014) shows that for the cities of Berlin and London the picture density is strongly correlated
to the number of restaurants, music nodes, historic amenities and architectural sites, as well as parks and
water bodies.
11

12

25

population density.
Fourth, one may argue that pictures are disproportionately clustered at public transport nodes because tourists usually arrive there. Therefore, we estimate specications where
we control for the distance to public transport nodes.
Let

ã(x)

be the observed amenity level at location

ã(x) = ϕ

Z(c)
X

x

in city

c

as dened in (3):

e−ϕτ (x,z) n(z),

(29)

z=1

Z(c) is the number of locations z in city c, n(z) the number of pictures taken at
z and ϕ > 0 a decay parameter. If pictures were uniformly distributed across space, the
2
expected travel time to each picture location would be E[τ (x, z)] = 4π/ϕ . The burgeoning

where

literature on the economic eects of amenities suggests that the eect of amenities is much
more localized than the eects of employment (Legget and Bockstael, 2000; Turner
2014).

We, therefore, assume that people take into account amenities within

drive. Thus,

E[τ (x, z)] = 20

yields

ϕ = 0.793.

20

et al.,

minutes

In the sensitivity analysis we show that our

results are robust for this assumption.
Though imperfect, we believe that the picture density is probably the best proxy available for the relative importance of urban amenities at a certain location because it captures
heterogeneity in aesthetic quality of buildings and captures the perceived quality by residents
at a certain location. Nevertheless, we test the robustness of our results using an alternative
hedonic amenity index in the spirit of Lee and Lin (2015) (see Appendix C.3 for more details). The hedonic index aggregates the average impact of several proxies of amenities, such
as the locations of historic buildings, proximity to open space and water bodies, by testing
their joint impact on house prices.
We gather information on job locations from the
The

LISA employment census from 2011.

LISA data provide information on the total jobs per postal code location within 20 kilo-

meters of the city centers of both Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Since we know the residence
but not the workplace of people, we cannot directly observe

expected

τ (x)

(as assumed in Section

τ̃ (x) of a household at x dened as
weighted sum of the commuting times for a given set Nx (c) of employment centers that
be reached within a given travel time from x in city c:
3). Rather, we use the

commuting time

P
τ̃ (x) ≡

the
can

m(e)τ (x, e)

e∈Nx (c)

P

m(e)

,

(30)

e∈Nx (c)
where

τ (x, e)

is the travel time between

the number of jobs at

e.

x

e while m(e) is
τ̃ (x) = τ (x, e0 ). Given

and the employment location

If all jobs are located in the CBD, then

30 minutes (Department of Transport,
Communications and Public Works, 2010), we only include jobs that are within a 45 minutes
that the average commute in the Netherlands is about
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commute from location

x.13

We also construct historic instruments. Knol

et al.

(2004) have scanned and digitized

50 by 50 meter grids and classied each grid into 10 categories,
water, sand and forest. We aggregate these 10 categories into

maps of land use in 1900 into
including built-up areas,

3

categories:

built-up areas, open space and water bodies.

municipal population density in 1900 from

NLGIS.

We also use information on

We proxy the local population in 1900

by using the location of buildings and assuming that the population per building is the same
within each municipality. For each location, we then calculate the number of people who
are accessible within

45

minutes travelling using a formula in the spirit of (30).

instruments based on land use in 1832 obtained from

HISGIS

Similar

are also constructed.

For each city, we also digitize hardcopy historic planning maps from around 1930. We
calculate the share of residential land, of planned residential development, of commercial

500

land, of planned commercial land, of parks, water bodies and open space within
of each location

x.

m

Since the planning maps only partly capture the urban areas we are

interested in, in the IV-regressions we keep approximately

60%

of the observations. More

information, maps of land use patterns in 1900 and historic planning maps are provided in
Appendix C.4.

Descriptive statistics
We report descriptive statistics of the

54, 279

observations of our sample in Table 1.

We

calculate the per hour income by dividing the gross income by the total hours worked per

`

year. The total number

of hours worked for each household are approximated by taking

14

into account the fact that members of the household work full-time or part-time.
average per hour wage is

¿ 34.66.

The median is about

¿ 6 lower (¿ 27.78).

About

The

5%

of

the households belong to the lowest income class. It appears that the logarithm of incomes
is approximately Fréchet distributed.
The average land price in Amsterdam (
terdam (about

¿ 978).

¿ 2, 035) is substantially higher than in Rot-

As expected, the correlation between the estimated land price and

lot size is negative (the Pearson correlation coecient

ρ

is around

−0.6).

Our results are robust to this assumption, as we will show in the sensitivity analysis.
In the Netherlands there are about 260 working days. Dutch people have on average 26.5 vacation days.
Hence, the number of eective working weeks is 33.63. The total hours worked per week in the household
is obtained by assuming that a full-time job implies a working week of 38 hours and a part-time job of 24
hours. If people are unemployed or non-employed, we assume that the working hours per week is 38 but will
include a dummy for whether people are unemployed or non-employed. Further, in the sensitivity analysis
we show that our results are robust to excluding unemployed, non-employed and self-employed people. We
also test robustness to the assumption that wages are continuously distributed.
13
14
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2, 358. The underlying
data on pictures is reported in Table C.3 in Appendix C.3. It is observed that 65% of the
pictures are taken in Amsterdam. The average amenity level in Amsterdam (273) is much
higher than in Rotterdam (113). Table C.3 also shows that 74% of the pictures are taken
outside a building. About 44% of the pictures are taken by local residents. This share is a
bit higher in Rotterdam (55%), conrming that Amsterdam receives more tourists. Recall
The amenity index based on pictures range from almost zero to

that we only use pictures
index.
average

outside

a building taken by

residents

in determining the amenity

Going back to Table 1, we see that the expected travel time to employment is on

19

minutes. Given the national average of

30

minutes, and taking into account that

commutes in cities are generally shorter, this seems a reasonable value. The unconditional
correlation of the overall amenity index with the income level is close to zero (ρ

= 0.0521),

but this is not very informative yet. The correlation of the amenity index with land prices
is substantially higher (ρ

= 0.686).

Finally, the locations that are well accessible do not

necessarily have a high amenity level, as the correlation between the amenity level and the

−0.241.
103 m2 . However,

travel time to employment is only
The average house size is

2

95
40%

in Amsterdam houses are only about

m , which corresponds to the higher land values and house prices in this city. About

28

of households occupy apartments, which is not too surprising given that we focus on the
two largest cities in the Netherlands where land is very expensive. However, the correlation
between occupying an apartment and the land price is not very high (ρ

= 0.220).

The descriptives of the instruments that we will use are described in Table C.6 in
Appendix C.4.

Reduced-form estimation

Identication strategy
We are interested in causal estimates of

α1

and

α2

in

˜
log ω̃(x) = α0 + α1 log ã(x) + α2 log τ̃ (x) + ξ(x).
There are several problems associated with identifying these parameters. The rst is
that the expected commuting time

τ̃ (x) may capture productivity rather than income sorting

eects. We do not believe this to be a major problem here because we have information on
the income at the residence. Nevertheless, in some specications, we control for employment
density, which is known to be highly correlated with agglomeration economies (Combes
2008). The second concern is that

ã(x)

and

τ̃ (x)

are correlated with

˜ .
ξ(x)

et al.,

Households may

not only sort on the basis of income, but also on the basis of other household characteristics.
For example, households with children may aim to locate in neighborhoods with a large
amount of green space. The variables

ã(x) and τ̃ (x) could also be correlated with unobserved

housing attributes because households with dierent incomes may have dierent preferences
for housing quality.

This is important as Brueckner and Rosenthal (2009) showed that

housing quality is unevenly distributed over space. For example, a large share of the housing
stock in the city center of Amsterdam takes the form of apartments.

This may imply

that auent households are not willing to locate there because they eschew apartment
living (Glaeser

et al.,

2008).

The third issue is reverse causality between

ω̃(x)

and

ã(x)

because the provision of amenities may be a direct result of the presence of high-income
households.

For example, cultural and leisure services are often abundantly available in

upscale neighborhoods (Glaeser

et al., 2001).

The rst step to mitigate the biases associated with these concerns is to add control
variables. Most importantly, we control for

household

characteristics,

D(x).

For example,

we can control for whether people are employed, are full-time or part-time workers, the size
of the household and the age of the adults. This reduces the probability that we measure
sorting on basis of household characteristics other than incomes. We also control for
attributes,

C(x),

such as house size, type and construction year.

Furthermore, we estimate specications where we include other

L(x).

housing

location

attributes,

These attributes capture the characteristics of the local housing stock, such as the

share of owner-occupied housing and the mean construction year in the vicinity.

More
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importantly, we also control for accessibility to transit. As shown by Glaeser

et al.

(2008)

and Rosenthal and Ross (2015), access to transit matters more to poor households. Transit
stations are mainly located close to the city center, which may imply a correlation with
and

τ̃ (x).

ã(x)

We, therefore, count the number of train stations, metro stations and bus/tram

stops within

0 − 250

and

250 − 500

m distance bands and include those as separate control

variables.
Finally, we include a city dummy (η1 (x)) and year xed eects (η2 (y)).

We then

estimate:

˜
log ω̃(x) = α0 + α1 log ã(x) + α2 log τ̃ (x) + α3 D(x) + α4 L(x) + α5 C(x) + η1 (x) + η2 (y) + ξ(x),
where

α3 , α4 , α5 ,

are additional vectors of the parameters to be estimated.

It is unlikely that working with an endless string of controls will fully address the
endogeneity concerns raised above. Our data do not allow us to exploit quasi-experimental
or temporal variation in

τ̃ (x)

ã(x)

and

τ̃ (x).

In this paper, we exploit the fact that

ã(x)

and

are autocorrelated. First, we use land use patterns in 1900 as instruments. We expect

aesthetic amenities to be positively correlated to the share of built-up area in 1900.

The

historic city center of Amsterdam has many buildings that are from (or before) 1900 and
are now listed buildings. Furthermore, we also expect water bodies available in 1900 to be
correlated to current water bodies, which are often considered as an amenity (Legget and
Bockstael, 2000).
Historic instruments are often criticized because of the strong identifying assumption
that past unobserved locational traits are uncorrelated to current unobserved locational
endowments.

between

This assumption is hard to defend when analyzing income sorting patterns

cities. However,

within

a city, this assumption is much less restrictive because the

patterns of income sorting within each city have considerably changed throughout the last
century. Around 1900, open water and densely built-up areas were not necessarily considered
amenities. For example, the canals in Amsterdam were open sewers (Geels, 2006). Local
governments made ordinances against this practice, but with little eect. Therefore, locations
near a canal often repelled high-income households who located in lush areas just outside
the city.

It was also before the time when cars became the dominant mode of transport.

People around 1900 usually walked to their working place, and thus commuting distances
were very short. However, the rich could aord to live outside the city and take the coach
to their working place. The cities in 1900 were not yet inuenced by (endogenous) planning
regulations, as the rst comprehensive city plans date from the 1930s. Hence, unobserved
reasons that may cause the clustering of high-income people in the past are unlikely to be
correlated to current amenities.
The main threat to the validity of the instrument is that built-up areas in 1900 are
correlated to current unobservable attributes of the housing stock. To address this issue we
estimate specications where we only use the share of water in 1900 as an instrument and
directly control for the share of built-up area in 1900. Furthermore, in the spirit of Arzaghi
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and Henderson (2008), as an informal test of the validity of the instrument, we include the
instruments directly in an OLS specication, together with the endogenous variables. If the
impact of the latter variables declines, this may call into question the validity of the historic
instruments.
As an alternative, we appeal to land use as stipulated in large scale historic extension
plans from the 1930s. Because of the accelerating population growth at that time, many cities
called for comprehensive extension plans. The idea behind these plans was to accommodate
demand over a long period. For the case of Amsterdam, these plans were expected to layout the city until the year 2000.

However, these plans were developed at a time where

the automobile played only a marginal role in commuting and other daily trips. Therefore,
the land use extension plans are unlikely to accommodate unexpected demand shocks that
occurred in the decades that followed their design.

Large parts of the land use extension

plans have been realized (e.g. the whole Western part of Amsterdam). However, because
they did not foresee the enormous rise in car use and the large population increase after
World War II, another large part of these plans was revised. We use the land use patterns as
outlined in the plans to predict the current spatial distribution of jobs and amenities. The
exclusion restriction permits that historic land use patterns are uncorrelated to unobserved
reasons why households sort, but are correlated to the current level of amenities and jobs.
We think this may be a reasonable assumption because the plans were not based on the
past or expected income distribution, so that the issue of reverse causality is addressed.
However, one may again argue that the unobserved characteristics of the current building
stock may be correlated to the land use extension plans. For example, the parts of the city
that were already built have other characteristics that attract or repel auent households.
To mitigate this problem we control for the mean construction year per neighborhood. We
also estimate specications where we control for the share of land that was occupied by
residential buildings that already exist at the time the plans were laid out and the share
of planned residential land use. In the sensitivity analysis, we also estimate specications
where we rely on land use data in 1832.
We perform a two-stage least squares estimation.
values

â(x)

and

τ̂ (x)

We rst determine the predicted

by estimating:

{log ã(x), log τ̃ (x)} = α01 + α11 I(x) + α21 D(x) + α31 L(x) + α41 C(x) + η11 (x) + η21 (y) + (x),
where the superscripts refer to the rst-stage coecients.
mapping in which we have inserted the predicted values

â(x)

We then estimate the income
and

τ̂ (x):

˜
log ω̃(x) = α02 +α12 log â(x)+α22 log τ̂ (x)+α32 D(x)+α42 C(x)+α52 L(x)+η12 (x)+η22 (y)+λ21 (x)+λ22 (x)+ξ(x).
In line with (22), we also repeat the above specications where income is replaced by
land prices.

It follows immediately from (23) that a simple double log equation does not

identify any (combination) of structural parameters of the model. By contrast, we show in
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Section 8 that combining the income and land price equations allows us to separately identify

β, γ

and

θ

and, therefore, to predict

∆(x).

Empirical results
Ordinary least squares estimates.

We analyze the eects of amenities and commuting

time on income sorting. Table 2 reports the results. Column (1) reports a naive regression
of log income on log amenities, log commuting time to the CBD and city and year xed
eects.

The results show that high amenities and low commuting time to the city center

do not seem to attract high-income households. However, as mentioned above, these results
may be severely biased because we do not control for household characteristics and housing
attributes.

In column (2), we control for household characteristics to address the issue that sorting
may be caused by household composition rather than income. Although the coecient of
amenities is somewhat larger, it is still statistically insignicant.

Column (3) investigates

the importance of an uneven spatial distribution of housing quality. This issue is important:
doubling the amenity level attracts households whose average income is

2.8%

higher. The

eect of commuting time to the city center is again close to zero and statistically insignicant.
Because many cities are characterized by dispersed employment patterns, the accessibility to the city center is likely a very poor proxy for employment accessibility. We, therefore,
use the expected commuting time to all jobs within

45

minutes travel time in column (4)

instead of commuting time to the CBD. The coecient related to commuting time is now
negative and statistically signicant. Doubling the commuting time at a particular location
would attract households whose average income is

8.8%

lower.

amenity level would attract consumers whose average income is

By contrast, doubling the

2.9%

higher, which is very

15

similar to the previous specication.

Note that doubling the amenity level is a much more likely event (given a standard deviation of the log
amenity level of 1.310) than doubling the expected commuting costs (with a standard deviation of 0.129).
15
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In column (5), we include the share of owner-occupied housing in

250 − 500

0 − 250

m and

m distance bands to control for potential negative externalities of public housing

and for local dierences in the supply of owner-occupied housing. We further control for the
average construction year of buildings in

0 − 250

m and

250 − 500

m distance bands, which

may pick up dierences in housing supply constraints: when the average construction year
is high, this indicates that new construction is permitted. Finally, we control for access to
transit, by separately controlling for the number of railway stations, metro stations in bus
stops in

0 − 250

m and

250 − 500

m distance bands.

Those variables do not seem to be

correlated to amenities or the expected commuting time, as the coecients are essentially
identical to the previous specication.
We calculate the expected commuting time and the travel time to amenities using
distance over the road network.

One may argue that this may introduce measurement

error when households are dependent on public transport.

Furthermore, for people who

are self- or unemployed, commuting costs may be less of an issue, so that the coecient
related to commuting would be downward biased.

In column (6) we show that this is

not a problem: when we exclude all those households, the results are remarkably similar,
although the number of observations is much lower (about

35%).

We also control for the

impact of employment density to alleviate the concern that productivity eects arising in
dense employment areas due to agglomeration economies might be correlated with amenities
and expected commuting time. In the spirit of (29), we calculate the employment density
assuming a decay parameter that corresponds to an expected travel time of

45

minutes.

The eect of amenities and expected commuting time are once again very similar to the
previous specications.
marginally signicant.

16

As for the employment density, its impact is small, negative and
This result is in line with recent empirical evidence, which suggests

that, conditional on commuting time, employment accessibility does not have an eect on
incomes (Sanchis-Guarner, 2012).
In what follows, we estimate specications where we use instruments based on the land
use stipulated in historic city plans as instruments for the current distribution of amenities
and commuting time. However, the area for which we have data is smaller than the
radius from each city center.

We, therefore, lose about

30%

of the data.

10

km

To make sure

that the potentially dierent results between 2SLS and OLS are not driven by this sample
selection, we repeat the baseline specication in column (5) for the smaller sample.

This

leads to very similar results (see column (8), Table 2), although the coecient of commuting
time is a bit higher compared to the baseline specication.

Two-stage least squares estimates.

Amenities and job locations may be endogenous

due to omitted correlated variables or reverse causality. We address these issues in Table 3
by instrumenting for amenities and commuting time.

16

Note that this result also holds for dierent values of the decay parameter.
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The rst set of specications in Table 3 relies on instruments that are constructed
from land use in 1900. The instruments are the shares of water bodies and of built-up area
within a distance of

500

m and the travel time to population in 1900.

17

In Table C.7 of

Appendix C.4 we report rst-stage results. Both the share of built-up area and the share of
water bodies in 1900 are strongly and positively correlated to the current amenity level (the
Kleibergen-Paap

F -statistic is above the rule-of-thumb value of 10 in all specications).

The second-stage results in column (1), Table 3, reveal that when we only instrument
for amenities the impact of both amenities and expected commuting time is very similar to
the baseline specication. However, the latter changes once we instrument for the expected
commuting time with the travel time from each location to population in 1900 in column
(2), Table 3. The coecient implies that doubling the expected commuting time leads to
households whose incomes are

23%

lower, so the eect is much stronger.

The results are

similar once we instrument for both amenities and expected commuting time in column (3).

2.9% higher incomes, while doubling expected
with a 22% lower income are attracted. The main

Doubling amenities attracts households with
commuting time implies that households

concern regarding the use of historic instruments is that these instruments are correlated to
current unobserved building characteristics. To mitigate this issue, in column (4) we directly
control for the share of the built-up area within

500

amenities attracts households with incomes that are

m. The results suggest that doubling

4.2%

higher. The impact of expected

commuting time is now rather imprecise but the point estimate is similar to the baseline
OLS estimate.
Alternatively, to test the robustness of our results for the use of a particular set of
instruments, we exploit the information provided by the historic city plans. The instruments
are the share of water bodies, parks, existing residential land use in the 1930s and planned
residential land use within

500 m, and the travel time to existing and planned built-up land.

The rst-stage results are reported in Table C.7 of Appendix C.4.

The instruments have

again the expected signs: the share of open water, parks and existing residential land use are

We have experimented with other thresholds (e.g. 250 m or 1000 m), but this leaves the results essentially
unchanged. These results are available upon request.
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positively correlated with the picture index. The instruments seem to be less strong than the

existing
not statistically signicant, whereas the travel time to planned

1900 land use instruments. The average travel time to

built-up land around 1930 is
built-up land is positive and

strongly correlated to current expected commuting time.
The second-stage results are very much in line with the previous results: amenities
attract higher incomes, while commuting time is negatively related to incomes. In column
(5) we instrument for amenities only.

Column (6), Table 3, shows that the eect of the

expected commuting time is stronger and negative once we instrument for it, in line with
the results obtained by using the instruments based on land use in 1900.

In column (7)

we instrument both for amenities and the expected commuting time, which leads to similar
results.

We again face the concern that the instruments are correlated with unobserved

building attributes.

For example, planned residential development may have resulted in

currently unattractive buildings in the form of apartments. To mitigate this issue, in the
nal specication we directly control for the share of existing residential land use and planned
residential land use in the city plans within

500

m. Again, the results are very similar and

suggest that doubling amenities would attract households whose incomes are

4.8%

higher.

The impact of commuting time is somewhat lower than in the previous specication but
again rather imprecise.

However, we should be careful here because the Kleibergen-Paap

F -statistic is low, suggesting that we may have a weak instrument problem.
To sum up, we observe that the results unequivocally indicate that

the impact of

amenities on income sorting is positive and highly signicant. As for the expected commuting
time, its eect on income sorting is negative but we observe more variability in the estimated
coecients. Note also that the aggregate impact of commuting is smaller. To compare the
eects of commuting and amenities, it is informative to look at a standard deviation of a log
change in commuting time or amenities. A standard deviation increase in log commuting
time attracts households whose incomes are at most

4.4%

higher (see column (2), Table 3).

On the other hand, a standard deviation increase in amenities attracts households whose
incomes are at most

9.0%

higher (see column (8), Table 3). Hence, amenities seem to be

a much more important driver of income sorting

within cities

than commuting costs. We

provide more evidence for this conclusion in Section 8.

An hedonic approach to amenities.

Following Lee and Lin (2015), we construct an

aggregate hedonic amenity index that describes the amenity provision at every location
using house prices. The procedure is described in Appendix C.3 and the regression results
are reported in Table 4.
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In column (1), we show that this alternative index also has a strong impact on incomes.
The eect of the expected commuting time is similar, albeit a bit stronger than in the baseline
specication. To make the results comparable to the coecients estimated for the picture
index, we likewise investigate the eect of a standard deviation in the log of the hedonic
index, which attracts households whose incomes are

15.5%

higher. A standard deviation in

the log picture density attracts households whose incomes are

4.7%

higher.

The eect of

the picture density thus seems to be lower than the impact of the hedonic index, implying
that our estimates may be underestimates. In the next column, we include both the picture
density and the hedonic amenity index. The eect of the picture density is very similar to
the baseline specication, while the impact of the hedonic amenity index is now much lower
but still statistically signicant.
To address endogeneity issues, in column (3) we instrument for the hedonic amenity
index and the expected commuting time. The impact of the hedonic amenity index becomes
substantially stronger compared to the coecient reported in column (1). When we include
both the amenity index based on pictures and the hedonic amenity index and instrument
them both, as well as the expected commuting time, a striking observation is that the picture
index is highly signicant and has the same order of magnitude as the baseline specication,
while the hedonic amenity index is far from being statistically signicant. This suggests that
the picture index is superior to the hedonic amenity index, although we acknowledge that
no proxy is perfectly correlated to actual amenities. Repeating this exercise in which we use
historic city plan instruments leads to exactly the same conclusion (see columns (5) and (6),
Table 4). Hence, in what follows, we will rely on the picture density as a proxy for amenities.

Sensitivity checks.

We show in Appendix C.5 that our results still hold for a wide range

of robustness checks. First, we add the instruments based on land use in 1900 as controls
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in an OLS specication. If the instruments are invalid and correlated to the error term, the
impact of amenities and expected commuting times should decline because the instruments
absorb part of the bias of the endogenous variables (Arzaghi and Henderson, 2008).

We

show that the coecients of interest are not statistically dierent from the corresponding
OLS specication. Second, using all our instruments and controlling for the current pattern
of open spaces and water bodies lead to similar results. We also make sure that the results are
not mainly driven by observations in historic districts, e.g. the canal district in Amsterdam.
Third, historic instruments cease to be valid when the unobserved characteristics of a
location or building in the past are correlated with those in present time. By going back
further in time, we may end up with weak instruments because the correlation between
historic land use and current amenities and job locations will also be lower. Nevertheless,
we exploit land use data from the census in 1832 because the data are
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sample period. Similar instruments based on land use in 1832 obtained from

years before the

HISGIS

are also

constructed. The point estimates are again very similar but somewhat imprecise. Fourth, we
use alternative values for the decay parameter and recognize the discreteness of self-reported
incomes by estimating interval regressions.

Finally, we estimate separate regressions for

Amsterdam and Rotterdam. We nd that amenities have an impact on income sorting in
both cities. The evidence for expected commuting costs is in line with the baseline outcomes
for Amsterdam, while the evidence is somewhat mixed for Rotterdam. More tests and details
are available in Appendix C.5.
Overall,

the impact of amenities on households' location choice is very robust.

The

eect of commuting is negative when properly instrumenting for it, in line with the baseline specications reported in Tables 2 and 3.

However, there is more variability in the

corresponding estimated coecients.

Eects on land prices.

Because land prices play a crucial role in the location decisions of

households and because we postulated that the signs of the eects of amenities and expected
commuting time on land prices and incomes should be the same, we estimate the eects of
amenities and expected commuting time on land prices.
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We start in column (1), Table 5, with a simple specication including amenities and
accessibility to the city center. This leads to a strong positive eect of amenities on land

11.3%, while doubling the com12.1%. When we include housing

prices: doubling amenities implies a land price increase of
muting time to the city center implies a price decrease of

attributes, the results are essentially identical (column (2)).
In column (3) we switch to the use of expected commuting time, instead of commuting
time to the city center. The results indicate that the eect of amenities is stronger, while
the eect of commuting is now statistically insignicant. This is also the case if we include
additional location attributes in column (4), Table 5. In columns (5) and (6), we instrument
for amenities and expected commuting time with instruments based on, respectively, land
use in 1900 and historic city plans. The results conrm that amenities are very important,
while commuting costs matter less: doubling the amenity levels implies land price increases
of

19.2

and

27.2%

respectively, while the coecients of expected commuting costs remain

statistically insignicant.

Counterfactual analysis

Structural estimation
What happens to the residential equilibrium when the distribution of the location-quality
index within the city changes? We cannot separately identify the parameters

β, γ

and

θ

by solely using the income mapping (28). Therefore, we use land prices to estimate those
parameters, which we then use to determine the value of

∆(x)

at each location.
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Using

t(x) = `[τ̃ (x)]−θ ,

we can rewrite (23) as follows:



R∗ (x) h∗ (x) − (1 − µ)h
= `τ̃ (x)−θ ,
r(x) ≡
µω ∗ (x)
which we refer to as the housing expenditure share.

(31)

Since we observe income and have

r(x) for given values of h and µ.
identify µ, we must pick a particular

estimations of land prices and lot sizes, we may calculate
We assume that

h = 15.

18

Since we are not able to

value. Dutch households spend about one-third of their income on housing. According to
Albouy

et al.

(2015), the income elasticity of housing demand is near two-thirds (from their

preferred estimates). Therefore, we guesstimate the actual value of
elasticity of (17):

µ=

µ

by using the income

R∗ (x)h∗ (x)
× εH,ωt ≈ 1/3 × 2/3 = 2/9.
ω ∗ (x)t(x)

Finally, the observed housing expenditure share is given by

r̃(x)/υ(x), where υ(x) are shocks

that are independently and identically distributed according to a distribution dened on

[0, ∞).
Taking the log of (31), we obtain:

log r̃(x) = ζ0 + ζ1 log τ̃ (x) + υ̃(x),

(32)

ζ0 = log `, ζ1 = −θ and υ̃(x) = log υ(x). We will further include the
C(x) and L(x) as well as year xed eects in this specications.
We rst estimate (32) to obtain θ̂ and, then, estimate (28) to obtain β̂

where

θ̂ = −ζ̂1

β̂ =

α̂1 (1 − µ)ζ̂1
α̂2

γ̂ =

α̂2
(1 − µ)ζ̂1

controls

and

D(x),

γ̂ :

.

ˆ , we
β̂ , γ̂ and θ̂, we can estimate (26). By tting a Fréchet distribution to ∆(x)
obtain ŝ∆ and γ̂∆ . Using γ̂∆ and γ̂ , we estimate γ̂ω = γ̂∆ /γ̂ . Since ã(x) and τ̃ (x) are indices
we cannot nd sω , implying that we identify the eects on incomes up to a proportionality
constant. We have chosen to guesstimate sω by tting a Fréchet distribution to the observed
distribution of hourly incomes. Because β̂ and γ̂ are nonlinear combinations of estimated
parameters, the standard errors are likely larger than for θ̂ , which is only a function of ζ̂1 .

Finally, using

Experiments
In this section, we undertake three counterfactual scenarios in which the values of the parameters

γ̂ω

and

ŝω

of the income distribution are the same. The objective is to assess the

impacts of amenities and commuting time on spatial sorting for a given distribution of in-

We assume h = 15 because the legal minimum size of a self-contained apartment is 15 square meters in
the Netherlands. This is likely on the high side, as the minimum lot required may be lower in the case of
apartment buildings.
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come. The rst two scenarios dismiss spatial dierences in either amenities or commuting
costs. In the rst , we assume that the amenity level is the same across the city. This implies
that

γ̂∆ ,

whence

γ̂ ,

becomes larger because there will be less variation in

∆(x).

The second

scenario is the mirror image of the rst. More specically, we predict the income assignment
when commuting costs are the same regardless of households' locations.
Our third scenario is very dierent in that we reshue the values of the amenity
function across locations for the new amenity distribution to have
simplicity, we assume a xed city size given by

B = 10.

n > 2

extrema. For

This involves three steps. First, we

normalize the values of the amenity distribution as follows:

Ω(x) ≡ 2
to map

[a, a]

onto

[−1, 1].

ã(x) − a
− 1,
a−a

Second, we rank the values of

we set

Λ(x) ≡ sin

n
B


πx ,

Ω(x)

by decreasing order. Third,

(33)

[0, B] onto [−1, 1]. The adjacent extrema of Λ(x) are thus separated by a distance
equal to B/n.
Let X ≡ {x1 , ..., xm } ⊂ [0, B] with x1 < x2 < ... < xm be the set of observations The
highest value of ã(·) over X is reached at the location xj ∈ X , which corresponds to the
highest value of Ω(xj ) over X . We assign the value ã(xj ) to the solutions of the equation
Λ(x) = Ω(xj ) in [0, B]. Since X contains a nite number of locations, we may select the
second highest value of ã(x) over X and proceed in a similar way until xm . By smoothing
out the so-obtained pointwise curve dened on X , we obtain the counterfactual amenity
distribution dened over [0, B]. We simulate results for n = 6.
which maps
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We report the results of the estimations in Panel A of Table 6.

In column (1)-(3),

Table 6, we estimate the various parameters using the full sample, while columns (4)-(6) and
(7)-(9) refer to Amsterdam and Rotterdam, respectively. In column (1) of Table 7 we nd
that

β̂

is

0.039.

Because

γ̂

is close to one, the estimated preference parameter is similar to

the reduced-form elasticities obtained in Tables 2 and 3, while

θ̂ is equal to 0.154.

Hence, the

elasticity of the number of eective units of labor with respect to commuting time seems to be
substantially lower than

1.

Note, however, that the standard errors are quite large. In column

(2) we instrument for amenities and the expected commuting time with land use in 1900.
The main dierence with previous estimates is that the elasticity of the number of eective
units of labor with respect to commuting time is now substantially higher. By contrast,
and

γ̂

β̂

are comparable to the previous specications. In column (3) we use instruments based

on historic city plans. Since we have fewer observations, the estimates are less precise. In
particular,

β̂

may seem higher but the estimation is not statistically signicantly dierent

from the OLS estimates.
implying that a

1%

Observe that

θ̂

is not statistically signicantly dierent from

increase in commuting time is associated with a

1%

1,

decrease in net

income.
In columns (4)-(6) we repeat the same set of specication for the city of Amsterdam
only. The estimates are similar, but they become imprecise once we instrument for amenities
and expected commuting costs (see columns (5) and (6), Table 6). Columns (7)-(9) focus on
Rotterdam.
also that

β̂

θ̂

is similar to the baseline estimate, but it is very imprecisely estimated. Note

and

γ̂

have large condence intervals. This becomes even worse once we use 1900
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land use instruments. This should not come as a surprise: the city that existed in 1900 was
approximately the same part of the city that was bombed during World War II. Because
the city was completely restructured after the bombing, land use in 1900 bears too low a
correlation with current land use and amenities, implying that we have a weak instrument
problem. For the historic city plan instruments, we do not have that problem because we
have ample information on land use outside the bombed area. The results are remarkably
similar to the specications based on the full sample:
dierent from

1

at conventional signicance levels while

We use the estimated parameters to construct

θ̂ is not statistically
β̂ is around 0.1.

signicantly

ω̂(x) for the three scenarios.

In Panel B

of Table 6 we check that for each scenario the support of the counterfactual income mapping
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is (almost) the same as in the baseline scenario.

We then plot predicted income per hour

for both cities as a function of distance to the city center. The results corresponding to the
OLS specications are depicted in Panel A of Figure 4 where the bold line corresponds to
the predicted income mapping for the baseline scenario. In this case, there is almost perfect
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sorting in distance to the city center.

In the rst scenario, the predicted income mapping

is almost at (the correlation with predicted incomes in the baseline scenario is still

0.422).

That is not to say that households are indierent to their locations, but that is to say that
the distance to the city center remains a poor predictor of the social city structure.

In

other words, at least for Dutch cities, using the featureless monocentric city model of urban
economics would lead to very poor predictions.

(a) Ordinary
least squares

(b) 2SLS with 1900
land use instruments

(c) 2SLS with historic
city plan instruments

Figure 4. Predicted assignment
Notes : In the above gures we plot the predicted assigned wages as given by the results in column (5) in

Table 2 and columns (3) and (7) in Table 3. We then consider two alternative cases as described in Section
7.4
This seems to be the case: for each scenario and each specication the 5th and 95th percentiles and the
median are comparable. The income dierence between the 5th and 95th percentile generated by amenities
and commuting is about ¿ 4.50 (19% of the median). When using instruments based on land use in 1900
or historic city plans, the income dierences between the 5th and 95th percentiles are ¿ 5.14 (21%) and ¿
6.91 (28%), respectively.
Note that since the city is asymmetric, the income gradient may be dierent for dierent radii (see
Section 2). In Appendix C.6 we also report the predicted location-quality index. Because they look very
similar to the predicted income mappings, we only report the latter here.
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In the second scenario, we investigate what happens when we assume equal commuting
costs across the city. The dotted line shows that the predicted income mapping is almost
the same. The correlation of predicted incomes with the mapping in the baseline scenario is

0.997,

much higher than for the rst scenario. In other words, the lion's share of the spatial

variation in incomes is due to amenities, rather than commuting costs, which highlights the
contribution of our model.
In the third scenario, we assume that amenities are unevenly distributed across space
according to (33). The dashed-dotted line shows the predicted income mapping under the
counterfactual amenity function. This conrms again that amenities, rather than commuting
costs, are the main driver behind the sorting of households within the city. Comparing the

providing amenities very unevenly across the city
leads to the splitting of the auent into spatially separated neighborhoods that need not be
close to the city center or the city limit.
bold and dashed-dotted lines shows that

In Panels B and C of Figure 4 we instrument for amenities and expected commuting
costs with land use in 1900 and land use in historic city plans, respectively. It is straightforward to see that results are very similar. In line with the results reported in Table 3, the
impact of expected commuting costs is a bit stronger: the correlation between the predicted
assignment when amenities are uniformly distributed over space and the baseline mapping
is around

0.5.

However, the correlation of the predicted income mapping with the baseline

income assignment when commuting costs are location-independent within the city is

0.99.

Hence, the conclusions that amenities are the main reason for the sorting of the rich and the
poor within the city is unchanged.
In Figure 5, we investigate whether the results dier for Amsterdam and Rotterdam.
The results look very similar.

In Amsterdam, the location-quality index causes income

¿ 7.29 (29%). For Rotterdam income dierences due to amenities and
commuting costs are smaller (¿ 3.30, 14%), partly because amenity dierences within the
disparities up to

city are smaller.

Commuting costs do not seem to play any role in Rotterdam, probably

because Rotterdam's inner city is easily accessible by car.

(a) Ordinary least squares, Amsterdam

(b) Ordinary least squares, Rotterdam

Figure 5. Predicted assignment for Amsterdam and Rotterdam
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Concluding remarks
It is well documented that amenities have a signicant impact on the distribution of house-

between cities. We, therefore, nd it reasonable to expect that amenities also aect the
distribution of households within cities. More specically, we have shown that the attractiholds

veness of a location depends on the interplay between the overall benet generated by the
amenity eld at any particular location and the distance to the nearest employment center.
In the case of Dutch cities at least, the former eect seems to overcome the latter, suggesting
that using a monocentric city model to predict the social structure of cities is not warranted.
The existence of persistent neighborhood disparities in laissez-faire cities is often viewed as a source of strong social tensions within the city. Our analysis suggests that providing
amenities at specic locations may foster a break-down of the spatial income gap into several
sections. We also believe that such an eort is warranted if policy actions against spatial
segregation are taken to strengthen social cohesion within the city. By shifting our attention
from featureless to featureful cities, we are able to understand how amenities impair perfect sorting. This in turn suggests how governments and urban planners can design policies
whose aim is to redraw the social map of cities.

Contrary to the general belief, we show

promoting equal access to amenities and public services favors residential segregation
by income, whereas the uneven provision of amenities across the city fosters income mixing.
that

In other words, improving the provision of public services in deprived neighborhoods can
attract higher-income households and reduce the social fragmentation of cities.

However,

to be eective, such policies must create long-lasting change in poor neighborhoods. To be
sure, pro-income mixing policies are not sucient to defeat the negative consequences of
residential segregation, but they are likely to alleviate them.
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Appendix A

A.1 Descriptive evidence for London
In Section 2, we have presented evidence that urban gradients may be non-monotonic. Using
ancillary data on London we show that this is not a particular feature of Dutch cities, but a
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more general observation. We gather data on incomes from the London Datastore, created by
the Greater London Authority, at the

Lower Super Output Area

(LSOA) level. Information

on all housing transactions is obtained from the Land Registry. Furthermore, we calculate the
picture index in the same way as we did for Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Finally, commuting
data is compiled from census data in 2001.

21

We calculate the gradients along the Thames and only include LSOAs within
the river.

1

km of

The left panel of Figure A.1 shows that incomes and house prices follow more

or less the same pattern.

Surprisingly, the income and house prices are somewhat lower

close the center, which could be explained by the historically abundant provision of council
(public) housing near the center. Beyond

10 km, the income tends to decrease relatively less

with distance than house prices.
In the right panel of Figure A.1 we show that amenities are more or less monotonically
decreasing in distance to the city center. However, over some segments (between

20

km), the amenity distribution is essentially at.

12.5

and

Commuting costs are generally also

increasing in distance to the city center, but decrease beyond

20

km from the city center.

Hence, these results show that in London gradients may be non-monotonic. However, because
we lack detailed micro-data for London, in our empirical work we focus on Amsterdam and
Rotterdam.

Figure A.1. Income and land value gradients.
Notes : The above graphs are local polynomial smooths of income on distance to the city centre. We use a

Gaussian kernel.

A.2 Maps for Amsterdam and Rotterdam
In Figure A.2 we plot the spatial income distribution for Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Clearly,
they are non-symmetric in distance to the city center.

Mainly neighborhoods situated to

the south of the Amsterdam city center are occupied by the auent. The opposite holds
for Rotterdam, where mainly the north(east) attracts rich households. Figure A.3 displays
land prices in both cities. Expensive land is much more concentrated in the city center than
high-income households. Hence, high-income households do not necessarily live in the most
expensive locations. As mentioned earlier, the correlation between amenities and land values
is quite high; likewise, amenities are strongly concentrated in the city centers (Figure A.4).

21

Commuting data was unofrtunately not available at a ne spatial level for the 2011 census.
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In Amsterdam, they seem a bit more spread than in Rotterdam, which is in line with the
observation that Amsterdam receives many more tourists than Rotterdam (approximately
million versus

1

9

million) whose aim to enjoy aesthetic amenities. In Figure A.5 we display

the expected commuting costs. Not surprisingly, the commuting costs are lower in the city
center, in particular near the south-western section of the highway ring.

For Rotterdam,

mainly locations close to the eastern section of the ring command lower commuting costs.

Figure A.2. Incomes
Notes : The above graph reports smoothed values using a Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression. We use a

Gaussian kernel and a bandwidth equal to 1.

Figure A.3  Land values
Notes : The above graph reports smoothed values using a Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression. We use a

Gaussian kernel and a bandwidth equal to 1.
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Figure A.4. Amenities
Notes : We set the decay parameter equal to 2.5. The above graph reports smoothed values using a

Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression. We use a Gaussian kernel and a bandwidth equal to 1.

Figure A.5. Expected commuting time
Notes : We set the decay parameter equal to 1. The above graph reports smoothed values using a

Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression. We use a Gaussian kernel and a bandwidth equal to 1.

Appendix B

B.1 The cross-derivative of the bid rent function
Dierentiating (10) with respect to

ω

and using (9), we obtain:

t
Ψω (x, ω, U (ω)) =
H
∗



QU ∗
1−
U
t ω

(B.1.1)
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which is equal to

0

if

t
.
QU

Uω∗ =
Dierentiating (B.1.1) with respect to

x,

(B.1.2)

using the envelop theorem and rearranging terms

yields the following expression:

t
Ψxω (x, ω, U (ω)) =
H
∗



i a H + H U∗
tx h
ω
x
ω
U ω
∗
1 − (Hω + HU Uω ) +
Qa − (QaH (Hω + HU Uω∗ ) + QaU
t
H
t
H
(B.1.3)

Since

Q

is the solution to the equation

u(q, h) = U/a(x),

the following expressions

must hold:

Qa = −
QaU = −
QaH =
Assume that the
respect to

ω

ω -households

U
a2 u

q

1
a2 u

U
a2 u2q

U

+

a2 u2q

q

uqq QU

(uqq QH + uqh ) .
x. Dierentiating u = U ∗ (ω)/a
Q = ωt(x) − HΨ and (11), we obtain:

are located at

and using the budget constraint

[t − (Hω + HU Uω∗ )Ψ]uq + (Hω + HU Uω∗ )uh =

with

Uω∗
.
a

Since

−uq Ψ + uh = 0
at the residential equilibrium, we have:

t=
Plugging this expression,

t
Ψxω (x, ω, U (ω)) =
H
∗

Qa , QaU

and

Uω∗
.
auq

QaH

in (B.1.3), we get



i
tx h
ω
∗
1 − (Hω + HU Uω )
t
H
ax
Hω + HU Uω∗ U ∗
− ∗ auq
Uω
H
a2 uq


ax
U
Uω
U
∗
∗
+ ∗ auq − 2 2 (uqq QH + uqh ) (Hω + HU Uω ) − 2 + 2 2 uqq QU Uω
,
Uω
a uq
a uq a uq

which is equivalent to

Ψxω (x, ω, U ∗ (ω)) =

h
i
t n
ω
−T (x) 1 − (Hω + HU Uω∗ )
H
H

Hω + HU Uω∗ ωU
ωU
U
∗
+A(x) 1 −
−
(u
Q
+
u
)
(H
+
H
U
)
−
uqq QU
qq
H
qh
ω
U
ω
ωH
Uω∗
uq ωUω∗
u∗q
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Using

∂uq
= uqq QH (Hω + HU Uω∗ ) + uqq QU Uω∗ + uqh (Hω + HU Uω∗ ) ,
∂ω
we can rewrite

Ψxω

as follows:

t
Ψxω (x, ω, U (ω)) =
H
∗




εH,ω + εuq ,ω
1−
A − (1 − εH,ω ) T ,
εU,ω

which proves Proposition 1.

B.2 Income-independent commuting costs
If commuting costs are given by

ωτ (x) + c(x),

Ψ(x, ω, U ) ≡ max
h

the bid rent function

Ψ(x, ω; U )

is given by

ωt(x) − c(x) − Q(h, U/a(x))
.
h

The utility-maximizing condition implies that the bid rent may be rewritten as follows:

Ψ(x, ω, U ) ≡

ωt − c − Q
.
H

Consequently,

1
Ψx (x, ω, U (ω)) =
H
∗



ax u
ωtx − cx +
.
a uq

and

Ψxω (x, ω, U ∗ (ω)) =

 εH,ω cx
tx
ax u
(1 − εH,ω ) +
εU,ω − εH,ω − εuq ,ω +
.
H
aH ωuq
H ω

(B.2.1)

Using (13) and (B.1.1), (B.2.1) may be rewritten as follows:

t
Ψxω (x, ω, U (ω)) =
H
∗

φ(x, ω) = 0 when cx = 0.
A(x) = 0, we obtain:

which reduces to
Therefore, if




εH,ω + εuq ,ω
cx
1−
A − (1 − εH,ω )T + εH,ω ,
εU,ω
ωt
By contrast, when

Ψxω (x, ω, U ∗ (ω)) =

tx = 0,

we have

T (x) = 0.

cx
εH,ω > 0,
ωt

which implies perfect ranking by increasing income order.

Ψxω (x, ω, U ∗ (ω)) > 0 holds for ωτ (x) + c(x)
because εH,ω = εU,ω = 1 and εuq ,ω = 0.

Note that
Douglas

when preferences are Cobb-
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B.3 Homothetic preferences
Assume that the utility
that

εh,ω = εq,ω = 1.

u(q, h) is homothetic, that is, homogeneous linear.

Then, it must be

The rst-order condition for utility maximization implies

uh = Ruq .
It follows from Euler's theorem that

huh + quq

= u
⇔ h

uq
uh
+ q = 1,
u
u

that is,

εU,h + εU,q = 1.
Since the income elasticity of utility is given by

εU,ω = εU,h · εh,ω + εU,q · εq,ω ,
we get

εU,ω = 1.
It remains to determine
constraint

Rh + q = ωt

∂uq /∂ω .

Using the rst-order condition

uh = Ruq ,

the budget

and Euler's theorem, we obtain

uq =

u
.
ωt

Therefore,

∂uq
1 uω ω − u
=
∂ω
t ω2
u
=
(εU,ω − 1)
ω2t
uq
=
(εU,ω − 1)
ω
so that

εuq, ω = 0.
To sum up, we have

εU,ω = 1, εH,ω = εh,ω = 1

and

εuq, ω = 0.

B.4 Stone-Geary preferences
Dierentiating (B.1.1) with respect to

x

and using (B.1.2) gives



∗
1
tx dU ∗ (ω)
dU (ω)
Ψωx (x, ω, U (ω)) =
·
QU −
(QU a ax + QU H H∆ ∆x ) .
H
t dω
dω
∗

(B.4.1)
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It is readily veried from (15) that



1
U
Q(h, U/a(x)) =
(h − h)µ a

1
 1−µ

.

(B.4.2)

It follows from (B.4.2) that

QU =
QU a =
QU h =
QU U =
Qa =
Plugging

QU a , QU h

1

 1−µ
1
1
1
−1
U 1−µ
,
1−µ
a(h − h)µ
QU
,
−
(1 − µ)a
µQU
−
,
(1 − µ)(h − h)
µ QU
,
1−µ U
U
− QU .
a

and (B.1.2) into (B.4.1) leads to




t
tx
1
∆x H∆
Ψωx (x, ω, U (ω)) =
·
+
A+µ
.
H
t
1−µ
H −h
∗

(B.4.3)

Using (B.5.3), we have

1−µ
∆x H∆
= −ω∆
µh
H −h



H −h
U

1
 1−µ

[A − (1 − µ)T ] .

Substituting this expression into (B.4.3) and using (B.5.2) yields

Ψωx (x, ω, U ∗ (ω)) =

t h
·
· [A − (1 − µ)T ] .
H H

B.5 Proof of Proposition 2
The bid-max lot size.

Dierentiating (B.4.2) with respect to

h,

plugging this expression

in (9) and solving the corresponding equation yields




h − (1 − µ)h
Q(h, U/a(x)) − ωt = 0.
(1 − µ)(h − h)

(B.5.1)
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Plugging (B.4.2) into (B.5.1), we obtain

U

1
1−µ

1
− 1−µ



· (h − h)


h − (1 − µ)h
= ω · ∆,
1−µ

which implies (19), so that the bid-max lot size depends on

Equilibrium utility level.

(B.5.2)

a(x) and t(x) through (18) only.

Applying the implicit function theorem to (B.5.2) yields


−1
1
1
∂H
µH
−
−1
= − U 1−µ (H − h) 1−µ
ω < 0.
∂∆
(1 − µ)2
Dierentiating (B.4.2) with respect to

U

and solving for

QU ,

(B.5.3)

(B.1.2) may be rewritten

as the following dierential equation:
dU

∗

dω

µ

µ

= (1 − µ) ∆(H − h) 1−µ (U ∗ (ω))− 1−µ .

(B.5.4)

B.6 Supermodularity of the equilibrium utility level
Dierentiating (B.5.4) with respect to

∆,

we obtain:



µ
µ
∂ dU ∗
∂H
−
∗
−1
= (H − h) 1−µ (U (ω)) 1−µ · 1 − µ + µ∆(H − h)
.
∂∆ dω
∂∆
Using (B.5.3), this expression may be rewritten as follows:

∗

∂ dU
= (H − h)
∂∆ dω

µ
1−µ

µ
− 1−µ

(U ∗ (ω))

"
· 1 − µ − (H − h)

1
1−µ

2

(1 − µ) ω∆
1

(U ∗ (ω)) 1−µ H

#
.

Substituting (B.5.2) in the bracketed term, we obtain:

1

1 − (H − h) 1−µ
which implies

(1 − µ) ω∆
(U ∗ (ω))

1
1−µ

= (1 − µ)

H

h
> 0,
H

∂ dU ∗
> 0.
∂∆ dω

B.7 The land rent and land gradient
1. The expression (10) can be rewritten as follows:
ωt
Ψ(x, ω, U (ω)) =
H
∗



Q
1−
ωt


.
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Using (B.1.2), (B.4.2) and

QU ,

we obtain:



ω∗t
U∗
R (x) =
1 − (1 − µ) ∗ ∗ .
H
ω Uω
∗

2. Dierentiating
Ψ [x, ω ∗ (x), U (ω ∗ (x))] =
with respect to

x

∗

ω∗t − Q
H

leads to



∗

Ψx [x, ω (x), U (ω (x))] =

ω

ω∗t
·
H
ω∗t
·
+
H
−

 

− t (ωx∗ (Hω + HU Uω∗ ) + H∆ ∆x )
Q
∗ t
· 1−
+ ωx
H2
H
ωt
∗ ∗
∗
∗
Qh (ωx (Hω + HU Uω ) + H∆ ∆x ) + Qa ax + qU Uω ωx
ω∗t
∗
∗
ωx t + ω tx
Q.
(ω ∗ t)2

∗ tx H

Using (9), we obtain



Q
ω ∗ tx + ωx∗ t
· 1− ∗
Ψx [x, ω (x), U (ω (x))] =
H
ω t


∗
ω t
Qa ax + QU Uω∗ ωx∗ ωx∗ t + ω ∗ tx
+
· −
+
Q .
H
ω∗t
(ω ∗ t)2
∗

∗

Rearranging terms,

ω∗t
·
Ψx =
H



tx ωx∗ Qa ax QU Uω ωx∗
+ ∗− ∗ −
t
ω
ω t
ω∗t

where we have used (B.1.2). Substituting

Qa





Qa ax
ωt
· −
−T ,
+
H
ωt

(B.7.1)

and (B.1.2) in (B.7.1), we obtain:



ω∗t 1
Ψx [x, ω (x), U (ω (x))] =
A(x) − T (x) .
H εU,ω
∗

∗

Appendix C

C.1 Network distances
We obtain information on network distances from the

SpinLab.

This dataset provides in-

formation on actual free-ow driving speeds for every major street in the Netherlands. The
actual speeds are usually well below the free-ow driving speeds, due to trac lights, roundabouts and intersections. Because very local streets are missing from the dataset we rst
calculate for each observation the straight-line distance to nearest access point of the network and then calculate the network distance. The median distance from an observation in
the dataset to the nearest access point of the network is

122

m (on average

153

m). We also

calculate the Euclidian distance from every job and photo location in the city to the nearest
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access point of the network. Then, we assume that the average speed to get to the nearest
access point is
the network is

15 km per hour. This seems reasonable as the minimum speed on roads in
20 km per hour. Furthermore, because of the dominance of the bicycle, this

would be close to the average cycling speed. Using these information we calculate the total
driving time using the network driving time plus the driving time to access the network and
to arrive at the destination.

Moreover, we calculate for each location pair the Euclidian

distance and assume again an average speed of

15

km per hour. We then choose the lowest

of the network travel time or Euclidian travel time for observations that are within

2.5

km

of each other. This is because observations that are very close will not need to go via the
network, only when it is faster.
The correlation between travel time and Euclidian distance is, not surprisingly, high.
For example, the correlation between the distance to the city center and the travel time to
the city center is

0.883.

On average, it costs about

the average driving speed is about

25

2.5

minutes to travel one kilometer, so

km per hour, which seems realistic in the cities that

we study. Figure C.1 shows that for small distances (<

2.5

km), the Euclidian travel time

is often lower than the actual travel time, which is not too surprising because travel time
is higher when locations that are in the vicinity rst have to drive to the network and then
basically drive back.

It is also seen that the marginal speed is increasing once distances

between two locations become larger. This makes sense as it is more likely that people will
be able to make use of highways.

Figure C.1. Travel time and Euclidian distance
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C.2 Land prices and lot sizes
Information on land values and lot sizes is not directly available but may be inferred from
data on home sales. We follow the procedure developed by Rossi-Hansberg

et al.

(2010),

implying that we can only use information on residential properties with land.

P(x) denote the house price, H(x)
C(x) the housing characteristics at x,

Let
meter,

R(x)

the lot size,
while

η2 (y)

the land rent per square

denote year

y

xed eects.

For

each city, we estimate:

P(x)
= R(x)eη1 C(x)+η2 (y)+(x) ,
H(x)
where

(x)

is an identically and independently distributed error term that is assumed to be

uncorrelated. to land rents and housing attributes, while
to be estimated.
locations.

R(x), η1

We do not impose any structure on how land

η2 are parameters
rents R(x) vary across
and

Hence, (C.2.1) can be seen as a semi-parametric partially linear hedonic price

function. We then employ (again) the Robinson (1988) procedure to estimate (C.2.1). The
rst step is to obtain consistent estimates of

η1

and

η2 .

We regress the log of

P(x) and C(x)

nonparametrically on a geographically weighted constant. Then, we regress the residuals of
log of house prices on the residuals of
and

C(x),

√

which leads to

N consistent

estimates of

η1

η2 .
Set

c (x) ≡ log P(x) − ηb1 C(x) − ηb2 (y).
W
To obtain an estimate of the land price at

x,

we calculate

PZ(c)
b b) =
log R(x,
where

K(·)

z=1 K(z, b)W (y)
,
PZ(c)
z=1 K(z, b)

c

(C.2.2)

is the following Gaussian kernel function:
1 d(x,z)
1
K(x, b) = √ e− 2 ( b ) ,
b 2π

d(x, z) is the Euclidian distance between locations x and z . The city-specic bandwidth b determines the smoothness of the function to be estimated. We use the Silverman
1
rule-of-thumb bandwidth, given by 1.06b
σ (d)Z − 5 , where σ
b(d) is the sample standard deviation of the bilateral distances between x and z , for all x, z . Admittedly, we assume a

where

particular functional form on how housing attributes aect house prices. Of course, more
exible functional forms may be used, but this does not have a substantial impact on the
estimated land rents. Moreover, the

η1

are already city-specic, which allows for households

with specic housing preferences to sort themselves in particular cities.
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We also estimate the average lot size at each location:

We use data on housing prices between 2000 and 2015. By including time xed eects η (z), the estimate
of land values is time-invariant. If we would estimate (C.2.2) for each year, for some areas our data would
be too 'thin' and the resulting land rents too imprecise.
22
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PZ(c)
b b) =
log H(x,
where
at

b b)
H(x,

z=1 K(z, b)H(z)
,
PZ(c)
z=1 K(z, b)

is the estimated lot size at a given location

x

and

(C.2.3)

H(z)

the observed lot size

z.
Descriptive statistics for the housing sample are reported in Table C.1. Coecients

η1

related to the housing attributes are reported in Table C.2.
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We see that the house price per square meter is generally a bit higher when the property
is larger or has more rooms. However, the house price of properties that are (semi-)detached
is generally lower. Furthermore, when the maintenance state of a property is good, prices are

6 and 20% higher. When a property has central heating, the price per square meter
about 8% higher. The impact of being listed is heterogeneous between cities, potentially

between
is

because the quality of cultural heritage is also dierent between the two cities. The dummies
related to the construction decades show the expected signs: in general, newer properties
command higher prices. Properties constructed after World War II until 1970 generally are
lower priced because this is a period associated with a lower building quality. In Figure A.3
we plot land rents for Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Land values are generally higher in the
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city center. In particular, Amsterdam command high house prices within the highway ring
road. In Rotterdam, the highest land rent is not at the city center, but in neighborhoods such
as Scheepvaartkwartier and Kralingen, which are reasonably close to the city center. The
latter neighborhoods were not bombed out in World War II and still oer historic amenities.

C.3 Amenities
Picture index.
observed that

65%

We inspect the data underlying the picture index in Table C.3.
of the pictures are taken in Amsterdam. It is also shown that

It is

74%

of

44% of the pictures are taken by local
This share is a bit higher in Rotterdam (55%), suggesting that Amsterdam receives

the pictures are taken outside a building and about
residents.

more tourists. Recall that we only use pictures

outside

buildings taken by

residents

in the

determination of the amenity index.
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We correlate observed proxies of amenities to the picture index. We make a distinction
between historic amenities (historic districts, number of listed buildings within
tural amenities (share open space, water within

500

500

m), na-

m, and maximum ood depth) and

consumption amenities (shop, hotels, cafes, restaurants, cultural establishments, leisure establishments).

Table C.4 presents descriptive statistics of those variables, whereas Table

C.5 reports regression results with the picture density as dependent variable. Column (1)
shows that all the proxies of historic amenities are positively correlated to the picture index.
The picture density in historic districts is more than

200%

higher than outside those areas.

In column (2) we investigate the impact of natural amenities.
is negatively correlated with the picture index.

The share of open space

This is likely due to the fact that people

make fewer photos in and around inaccessible open space, such as farmland and forests. By
contrast, the share of open water is positively correlated to the picture index, likely due to
the many canals in Amsterdam and the many (small) rivers in Rotterdam that add to the
appeal of both cities. Consumption amenities do generally have the expected positive signs
(see column (3)). This holds in particular when we include all amenities in one specication
in column (4). It is also worthwhile investigating the t: with a simple linear specication we
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already explain about

70%

of the picture index, suggesting that the picture index is highly

correlated to observed proxies for amenities.

Hedonic amenity index.

We also test whether our results are robust to using an alter-

native hedonic amenity index, rather than relying on geocoded pictures. Following Lee and
Lin (2015), we therefore aim to construct an aggregate amenity index that describes the
amenity provision at every location

ties

natural amenities.

and

x.23

We will make a distinction between

historic ameni-

We ignore consumption amenities because they are potentially

endogenous. However, it is worth noting that our results are similar when we also include
consumption amenities.
Let

P(x)

A(x)

be a set of variables that describe amenities (see Table C.4 for more details),

the house price while

xed eects.

C(x)

x,
η3 (x).

are housing characteristics at

Finally, we include neighborhood xed eects

and

η2 (y)

are year

y

Neighborhoods in the

Netherlands are rather small, so this should largely control for the accessibility to jobs
and/or distance to the city center. We then estimate

for each city :

log P(x) = η0 A(x) + η1 C(x) + η2 (y) + η3 (x) + (x),
where

η0 , η1

and

η2

are parameters to be estimated and

dently distributed error term. We then use
location

ηb0

and

A(x)

(x)

(C.3.1)

is an identically and indepen-

to predict the amenity level in each

x:
ã(x) = ηb0 A(x),

where

ã(x)

is the (alternative) amenity value at

(C.3.2)

x.

C.4 Historic land use and rst-stage results
We use information on land use in 1900 and historic city plans as instruments for current
land use patterns. For the 1900 land use maps, Knol
maps into

50

by

50

et al.

(2004) have scanned and digitized

meter grids and classied these maps into

up areas, water, sand and forest. We aggregate these
and water bodies. Knol

et al.

10

categories, including built-

10 categories into built-up,

open space

document large changes in land use across the Netherlands

from 1900 to 2000. For example, the total land used for buildings has increased more than
vefold. On the other hand, the amount of open space has decreased by about

10%. We also

use information on municipal population density in 1900, which were much smaller at that
time and about the size of a large neighborhood nowadays. We show a map of land use in 1900
in Figure C.2. We impute the local population distribution using the location of buildings

Albouy (2016) uses information on wages and housing costs to infer, among other things, the level of
amenities for US cities. However, his approach is not applicable here because we are interested in intra -city
variation in amenities rather than inter -city variation. We hypothesized that households may sort on basis
of amenities. Using Albouy's approach amenities would be a direct result of sorting of rich households in
certain locations, while this is exactly the relationship we aim to test.
23
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and assuming that the population per building is the same within each municipality.
We furthermore will use data composed by

HISGIS, which has compiled and digitized

data from the rst Dutch census in 1832. This dataset provides information on the land use
of each parcel in the current inner cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam. The

HISGIS

data

also provide information on the land value of each parcel, which was used to determine the
tax at that time.
We also use alternative instruments based on the land use stipulated in historic city
plans.

Before World War II all the larger cities developed large-scale extension plans to

accommodate future growth in the population. It was also in the course of the 20th century
that the government took the lead in new residential development because of the dire circumstances poor people had to live. In 1901 the rst Housing Act was implemented that put
limits to unhealthy housing. It was also the launch of a large scale plan to provide public
housing. These plans usually had a long time-horizon of at least fty years. However, the
plans did of course not foresee the substantial rise in the use of the automobile and other
technological improvements that had an impact on the urban structure.

Therefore, these

plans were only partly realized. Because of the bombing of Rotterdam's city center in World
War II, many new developments in the city of Rotterdam occurred

in

the city center rather

than around the city center, as stipulated in the plans. The plan of Amsterdam (1935) was
designed by C. van Eesteren and the plan of Rotterdam (1928) by W.G. Witteveen. It is
important to notice that the plans were not so detailed that they clearly outline what kind
of housing had to be built.

Moreover, because hardly any people were living in the new

areas, the current spatial income distribution cannot have had any inuence on the extension plans. We digitize the maps for each city. Figure C.3 displays the maps for Amsterdam
and Rotterdam. It can be seen that the area for which we have information is somewhat
smaller for Rotterdam.

It can also be seen that there were also comprehensive plans for

development of commercial areas, in particular of port areas. The total size of residential
extension plans are the largest for Amsterdam. Large parts of the plans have been realized:
the Western part of Amsterdam, for example, is almost exactly realized according to the
plan. On the other hand, although the plans were expected to be able to accommodate population growth for the next

50-100

years, after World War II it became clear that the new

housing construction as stipulated in the plans was not sucient.

Therefore, many other

neighborhoods, in particular in Amsterdam have been built (e.g. Amsterdam Zuid-Oost).
Hence, although there will likely be correlation of land use in the plans, the correlation will
far from being equal to one.
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Figure C.2. Land use in 1900

Figure C.3. Historic city plants
In Table C.6 we provide descriptives for all instruments. The share of built-up area in
1900 was

10%, while it was maximally 8% in 1832.

The travel time to existing population or

residential and commercial land use is very comparable for all types of instruments (about

25

minutes).
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We report rst-stage results in Table C.7. These are the specications corresponding
to the estimates in Table 3. The instruments generally have the expected signs. The share
of built-up area in 1900 and the share of water bodies in 1900 are positively correlated to
the current amenity level. The former eect can be explained by the fact that the presence
of historic amenities is strongly correlated to the number of historic buildings in the vicinity.
A similar positive correlation is observed for the share of existing and planned residential
land use and the share of water bodies in historic city plans. Conditional on the share of
built-up land and water bodies, travel time to population in 1900 is negatively associated
with the presence of amenities, whereas positively correlated to current expected commuting
time. The only somewhat unexpected result is the absence of a statistically signicant eect
of travel time to existing built-up land in 1930 on the current expected commuting time.
However, the average travel time to planned built-up land is positively correlated to the
current expected commuting time.
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C.5 Sensitivity analysis
Identication revisited.

The validity of historical instruments may be questioned. We,

therefore, estimate an additional set of specications that should contribute to the belief
that our identication strategy is valid. The results are reported in Table C.8. In column
(1) we add the instruments based on land use in 1900 as controls in an OLS specication.
If the instruments are invalid and correlated to the error term, the impact of amenities
and expected commuting times should decline because the instruments absorb part of the
bias of the endogenous variables (Arzaghi and Henderson, 2008).

However, compared to

the corresponding OLS specication in column (5), Table 2, the impact of amenities is not
statistically dierent. The impact of expected commuting time is slightly lower, but not statistically dierent from the corresponding OLS specication. Moreover, the instruments are
only marginally signicant and negatively related to incomes. We replicate this specication
by including the instruments based on historic city plans in column (2).

The coecients

related to amenities and expected commuting costs are now somewhat smaller.

Because

they are not statistically dierent from the baseline OLS specication, we cannot conclude
that the instruments are invalid. Nevertheless, since going back further in time is likely to
generate more valid instruments, we will use census data in 1832 as an additional check.
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Before turning to those results, we estimate some specications in which we include
both historic city plan instruments and 1900 land use instruments, while controlling for
the share of existing residential land use and planned residential land use in the city plans
within a distance of

500

m and the share of built-up area in 1900 within

500

m. We also

include a dummy whether instruments from historic city plans are missing in the second
stage (as to keep the maximum number of observations). In column (3), Table C.8, we show
that results are very similar to the corresponding results reported in columns (4) and (8),
Table 3, but the eect of expected commuting costs is now stronger and somewhat more
precisely estimated. In column (4) in Table C.8 we replicate this specication, but exclude
observations in historic districts, to test whether our results are not mainly driven by the
historic amenities present in those neighborhoods. This does not appear to be the case as
the eect of amenities becomes even somewhat stronger.
As said above, historic instruments cease to be valid when unobserved characteristics
of a location or building in the past are correlated with those in present time, which is less
likely with instruments based on land use further back in time. On the other hand, by going
back further in time, we may end up with weak instruments because the correlation between
historic land use and current amenities and job locations will also be lower. Nevertheless,
we exploit land use data from the census in 1832 because the data are

175

years before the

sample period. We have exact information on the land use of each parcel in 1832, as well
as detailed information on land rents of each parcel at that time. If some past attractive
features (e.g. housing attributes) are correlated to current sorting patterns, we expect this
to be reected in a positive coecient of past land rents.

Note that the 1832 data are

available for the inner cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam only, so that we have fewer
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observations. We again impute population per building using the municipal populations in
1832 and calculate the travel time of population within
Euclidian travel speed of

5

45 minutes travel time,

assuming an

km per hour. We further use the share of infrastructure land,

the share of built-up area and the share of water bodies within

500

m as instruments.

The results displayed in column (5), Table C.8, show that the results are comparable
to the baseline specication. The eect on incomes is now

2.3%

for a

100%

increase in ame-

nities. The coecient related to expected commuting costs is again negative, but marginally
signicant. The coecient implies that when expected commuting times double this attracts
households with incomes that are

28%

lower .

Interestingly, the coecient related to the

parcel price in 1832 is highly insignicant, suggesting that attractive locations in the past
do not currently attract high-income households. We further observe that the KleibergenPaap

F -statistic is rather low (3.313), conrming that going back further in time reduces the

correlation between the endogenous variables and the instruments. Because we may have a
weak instrument problem, we should be careful not to overinterpret the results. In column
(6), Table C.8, we again directly control for the share of infrastructure land and share of
built-up area within

500

m. The eect of amenities and expected commuting costs are very

similar, although imprecise. Hence, given the larger condence intervals, the results are not
signicantly dierent from the specications in which we utilize instruments based on land
use in 1900.

Other sensitivity checks.

In Table C.9 we conduct some additional robustness checks.

We consider the specications in column (5), Table 2, and columns (3) and (7), Table 3, as
the baseline specications. One may wonder whether our results are primarily driven by the
arbitrary choice of the decay parameter
travel time is

20

ϕ.

We have set

ϕ = 0.793,

minutes when amenities were evenly distributed over space. We also run

regressions when the expected travel time is, respectively,

ϕ = 1.121

and

so that the expected

ϕ = 0.560.

10

and

40

minutes, which yield

Again, amenities have a positive and statistically signicant

eect, while the eect of commuting is negative (see columns (1) and (2), Table C.9). We
also assumed that people only consider jobs within
Table 5, we reduce this to

45

minutes travel time. In column (3),

30 minutes and in column (4) we increase this to 60 minutes.

The

results are very similar.
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In column (5), Table C.9, we include

25

municipality xed eects to control for die-

rences in municipal policies that may disproportionately attract the rich, such as low taxes
on residential properties. The results are very similar to the baseline specication, although
it is now harder to estimate the eect of expected commuting costs because the eect is to
a large extent absorbed by the xed eects. In other words, there is little variation in the
expected commuting costs

within

municipalities.

In column (6) we consider an alternative dependent variable to correct for possible
errors in self-reported incomes. We use the information on the educational level and create
a dummy variable that is equal to one when an individual has at least a bachelor's degree.
We then estimate linear probability models. The results are completely in line with what we
nd for incomes: people with a higher educational degree sort themselves near amenities and
jobs. Column (7) further addresses the issue that we do not observe income as a continuously
distributed variable: self-reported income, on which the variable income is based, is measured
in

7 classes.

Furthermore, to determine incomes we have to make assumptions on how many

hours a full-time or part-time job takes (38 or

hours, respectively). We make dierent

assumptions regarding what a full-time job is

or

(16 or

32 hours, respectively).
[ω̃min (x), ω̃max (x)]. Since there is

24
(36

40

hours), as well as a part-time job

This implies that we observe incomes within an interval
a legal minimum wage in the Netherlands, we do not have

left-censored observations, but we do have right-censored observations for the highest income
category. Observed log incomes may be shown to be essentially normally distributed, so that
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we can use interval regression. Set

Z(x) ≡ α0 + α1 log ã(x) + α2 log τ̃ (x) + α3 D(x) + α4 L(x) + α5 C(x) + η1 (x) + η2 (y).
The log-likelihood is then given by:

log L =

X

log [Φ (log ω̃max (x) − Z(x)) − Φ (log ω̃min (x) − Z(x))]+

x∈I
where

I

X

log [1 − Φ (log ω̃min (x) − Z(x))

x∈R

are the interval observations,

R

are the right-censored observations and

Φ (·)

is the

standard normal c.d.f. The results are shown to be essentially identical to the corresponding
OLS and 2SLS specications where we assume that incomes are continuously distributed.

Alternative proxies for amenities and commuting costs.

We must check that our

results do not hinge on the particular proxy we use for amenities. In Table C.10 we report
some additional checks. We focus on OLS results; 2SLS results lead to similar conclusions
and are available upon request.

We rst use population density as an alternative proxy

for amenities. Column (1) shows that, when we calculate population density according to
equation (29), increasing population density seems to have a positive eect on incomes.
However, when we control for the picture density in column (2), the eect of population
density becomes essentially zero and highly insignicant. This strongly suggests that using
picture density for amenities is superior to using population density.

In column (3), Table C.10, we also include pictures taken inside buildings in the calculation of the amenity index. The results suggest that the impact of amenities is slightly
lower, albeit similar.

In column (4) we use pictures taken by tourists instead of pictures
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taken by residents to address the issue that only a specic type of residents (e.g.

young

people) take pictures outside holidays. Again, the eect of amenities is very similar to the
baseline specication.
One may also criticize our measure of commuting costs.

We acknowledge that any

measure of commuting costs will be imperfect because we do not have information on the
actual job location of individual workers. To this end, we calculate the average commuting
costs to all employment centers in the wider urban area.

To determine the employment

subcenters, we use McMillen's (2001) nonparametric approach. The resulting employment
subcenters are reported in Table C.11.

Column (5) in Table C.10 shows that this proxy

performs poorly. The OLS-specication suggests that locations that are further away from
employment subcenters will command

higher

incomes, which is counterintuitive. However,

if we instrument for expected commuting costs, the coecient becomes highly insignicant.
Commuting costs proxied by expected commuting time seems to outperform the average
commuting time. A likely explanation is that a few employment centers cannot capture the
decentralized nature of employment patterns. This is more clearly illustrated in column (6),
Table C.10, where we include both the commuting time to the nearest employment center, as
well as the expected commuting time. The coecient related to expected commuting costs
is very similar to that obtained in the baseline specication.

City-specic results.

In Table C.12 we report reduced-form results for Amsterdam and

Rotterdam treated separately. Columns (1)-(3) report results for Amsterdam, while columns
(4)-(6) refer to Rotterdam. First, we estimate an OLS regression for Amsterdam, showing
that the impacts of amenities and expected commuting costs are somewhat larger than
the baseline estimates (column (1)). The results suggest that doubling amenities attracts
households with incomes that are
households with a

4.2%higher.

17% lower income.

Doubling expected commuting times attracts

The results are very much alike when using instruments

based on land use in 1900 (column (2)). When using historic city plan instruments in column
(3), the impact of amenities is somewhat stronger. The point estimate of expected commuting
time is very similar to the previous specications, but it is not statistically signicant at
conventional levels.
As for Rotterdam, column (4) shows that amenities are again highly statistically signicant, while the coecient related to commuting costs is statistically insignicant and close
to zero.

An explanation may be that due to the complete bombing of the city center in
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World War II, the inner city is well accessible by car. Hence, there is relatively little variation in expected commuting time close to the city center. This also holds if we instrument
for amenities and expected commuting costs with land use in 1900 (column (5)). However,
once we instrument with historic city plans, the coecient of expected commuting costs is
negative and highly statistically signicant (column (6)). The impact of amenities is similar.
In sum, for Rotterdam we also nd that amenities are an important determinant of income
sorting in the city, while the evidence for expected commuting costs is mixed.

C.6 Structural estimation and counterfactual analyses
We report the predicted location quality indices for dierent scenarios in Figure C.4 as a
function of the distance to the city center.
are non-symmetric cities, so that plotting

Note again that Amsterdam and Rotterdam

∆(x)

as a function of distance to the city center

masks a substantial portion of spatial variations. If we concentrate on the baseline case, the
predicted location quality index is essentially monotonically decreasing in all specications.
This also holds if we keep expected commuting costs constant (counterfactual scenario 2).
Because the location quality index looks so much like the second counterfactual scenario,
this suggests that the location quality index is mostly determined by variation in amenities.
This is conrmed by the outcomes of counterfactual scenario 1: if amenities are kept xed
over space,

∆(x)

is essentially at. Similarly, when we let amenities vary according to (33),

the location quality index largely follows the counterfactual amenity distribution.
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(a) Ordinary
least squares

(b) 2SLS with 1900
land use instruments

(c) 2SLS with historic
city plan instruments

Figure C.4. Amenities and commuting time in counterfactual scenarios
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